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ABSTRACT

CIVANLAR, MEHMET REHA. Digital Signal Restoration using Pro

jection and Fuzzy Set Techniques.

(Under the direction of H.~. Trussell)

A new signal restoration method, which is ~apable of

easily combining a large collection of a priori knowledge on

the original signal and ~he degradation mechanism, 1S

developed. ~he new method uses each piece of infor~ation

for defining a fuzzy set restricting the set of acceptable

solutions in the signal space. Using fuzzy sets gives con

siderable flexibility to the algorithm because, 9artially

defined information can be modelled by fuzzy sets as Nell as

exact knowledge.

The intersection of all fuzzy sets const~ucted for

defining the solution is called the fuzzy feasibility set.

The original signal is a member of the fuzzy feasibility set

with a high membership 'lal~e. Thus, the restoration p~oblem

is to find a member of the feasibility set with a large

membership value. Any such member, being in accordance with

the available information, is a non-rejectable solution.

Projections onto convex sets and ordinary nonlinear optimi-



zation techniques can be used for finding a solution.

Ideally, the feasibili~y set must be a singleton con

taining the original signal. As the size of the feasibility

set increases the c~ance of recovering the original signal

decreases. Thus, :he size of the feasibility set gives a

quality measure for the solution.

The new method gene~ated successful results in many

signal restoration applications for which conventional res

toration techniques have failed. Image coding and tomography

are possible application areas for future work with the new

technique.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1.

1.1.1.

Background

Problem Definition and Noniterative Techniques

The signal restoration problem is to estimate the ori-

ginal form of a degraded and noise corrupted signal. It is a

common problem of various fields in signal processing

including image processing, speech processing, and system

identification. various techniques have been developed for

the solution of the restoration problem under dif:eren~

degradation models and varying degrees of distortions

[1],[2]. The current research is on finding new restoration

techniques for extending the range of restorable distor-

tions.

The most general distortion model can be written as:

g=T[f] ( 1 . 1 )

where; 9 is the degraded signal, i is the original signal,

and T(.] is an operator. Throughout the thesis, all signals

are assumed to be real and properly sampled, that is, there
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is no aliasing. Thus, the signals are vectors in RN , ~here N

is the total number of samplesG

The earliest app~oach to the ~estoration problem is

inverse filtering [ 1 ] , ~hich can be described as finding the
-.1

operator T - [ . ] and applying it to the degraded signal.

T- 1[.]
may be the actual inverse of T [ 0 ] , or a pseudo

inverse such as the least squares inverse [l]g However, in

most of the applications, inverse filtering is ill-condi~

tioned [1],[3]. It amplifies the noise which is always

present in practical applications.

The only info~ation used by the inverse filter is the

degradation operator. Setter restora~ion methods are

obtained through the use of additional knowledge about the

distortion mechanism and the original signalo These methods

include: the Wiener filter [1], which uses the covariances

of the original signal and the contaminating noise: the con

strained least squares method [4], which assumes a smooth

original signal and needs the noise variance; and the sto

chas~ic estimation tecnniaues [1],[5] ~hich ~equire proba-

bility density functions (pdf) of the signal and the noise.

Obviously, the more information combined in a restoration

algorithm, the better the restoration will be.
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l·!.~. Iterative Techniaues

A general formulation for the methods described in sec-

tion 1.1.1 can be given as:

_ = R[g] ( 1 . 2 )

~

where, f is the restored signal, and R is an operator

derived from the degradation mechanism and a priori

knowledge employed. These methods obtain the solution in one

step. Hovever, finding the operator R(.] becomes very diffi-

cult when the amount of a priori knowledge increases.

Iterative techniques, which find the solution in more than

one operation on the data, have a great flexibility in using

various kinds of a priori information. They have become very

popular in signal restoration because of this flexibility.

A typical iteration equation can be written as:

~here,
A k
f is the estimate for the original signal

( 1 • 3 )

at

iteration and 0(.] is an operator. The iterations are

stopped when the estimate satisfies some convergence cri-

terian.

In their survey paper Schafer et ale [6], formulate the

constrained iterative restoration methods as finding the



fixed point of a transformation O(e] defined as:

or .] ::I C(.] + A ( ~ - T( C( e ]] } ( 1. 4)

Any a priori knowledge about the original signal is

expressed through the operator C(.]. This is done by con

structing C[~] such that the original signal is a fixed

point, i.e. C(f]=fe ~or examole, if the original signal is- - -
known to be nonnegative, an appropriate operator ~ill be a

clipper zeroing the negative parts of its argument. The

early applications of the iterative methods, Van Cittert [7J

and Landweber (8] iterations, can be considered as special

The nonzero

scalar A is to be used for controlling the rate of conver-

gence. All other symbols have the same meaning as in equa

tion 1.10 Several constraint operators for different kinds

of a priori knowledge are studied in (6]e

If the operator 0(.] of equation 1.4 is a contraction

then it has a unique fixed point and this fixed point is the

original signal. This is because 0(.] is cons~ruc~ed so that

the original signal is a fixed point of

sive 0(.]5 the fixed point is not unique.

it. For nonexpan
1\

However, if f is

a fixed point of O[.J, either the residual signal which is

defined by:



A

E = ~ - T[e[f]]

5

(1 . 5 )

A
is null or f does not satisfy the constraints. The second is

not possible for the unique fixed point case, and for the

nonexpansive case, a fixed point ~hich does not satisfy the

constraints can easily be discarded as a wrong solution.

Thus, for all practical purposes, Nhen the iterations con-

verge the residual signal is zero. Clearly, for uncon

strained iterations such as Landweber and Van Cittert the

convergence point is inverse filter solution. As indicated

above this solution is highly sensitive to noise.

In the constrained case, the ill-conditioning of the

problem is not as severe as the straight forward inversion

case. However, as indicated in [6], the algorithm is still

sensitive to noise. This can be seen easily by including

additive noise in the degradation model. For this case the

degraded signal is:

9 = T[ f ]+n ( 1 . 6 )

where n is the noise sequence. A solution, making the resi

dual signal zero, is:

, -1
f = f + (TC) [~] ( 1 .7)

The additional noise term may dominate the solution for many
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cases.

A solution for this problem may be defining a new con~

vergence criterion and stopping the iterations accordinglya

In the work of Strand [9], the effects of truncation on the

Landweber iteration are studied in detailo T4ussell [10]

uses the residual signal's sample variance for deciding on

the convergence of the iterations. The iterations are

stopped when the sample variance equals to the variance of

the contaminating noise. This method has proven to be very

successful.

Using Sets for Defining the Solution

1.2.1. Projection onto Convex Sets (POeS)

Generally, it is not easy to find a simple opera~or

such that the set of its fixed points is equal to the set of

signals satisfying an a priori information about the origi

nal signalo If complex operators are used, it ~ill be very

difficult to investigate the properties (such as contrac~

tion, non-expanslvity, s~c.) of their combinations. en the

other hand, almost any kind of a priori knowledge can easily

be modelled as a set in the signal spaceo Then, any signal

in the intersection of these sets is consistent with all the

available a priori information and acceptable as a solutiono
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In [11] these solutions were called "feasible so Lut i ons ? •

If all of the sets used in the descrip~:on of the solu

tion are closed and convex, a feasible solution can be found

using the method of projections onto ~he closed convex se~s

(POCS). This method :s presented by 3regman [~2J, and

extended by Gubin et al.[13]. The methods for ~he ex~rapola

cion of bandlirni~ed signals presented by Gerchberg Ll~], and

?apoul:s (:5J, although no~ stated explicitly, are the first

applica~ians of poes in signal processing. In [l6], Lent and

Tuy used poes in tomographic image reconstruc~ion. :n :he

Narks of Yaula and Webb [~7j, and Sezan and StarK [18] a

collection of closed and convex sets to be used in signal

~estoration applications are discussed. These sets include

~andlirnited signals, timelimited signals, positive signals,

signals ~ith positive Fourier transforms, etc.o

A collection of sets describing the :easible solutions

can be defined using the residual signal. Clearly, if the

original signal is exactly recovered, the residual signal

Nill be identical ~ith :he noise. The noise sequence is unk

nown; however, in most of the applications, many statistics

of the noise are available. Thus, the sample statistics of

the residual signal should be in accordance with the avail

able noise statistics. The idea of using the residual

signal's statis~ics for defining closed convex sets in
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signal space can be used in almost all restoration problems.

The poes method makes :t 7ery easy :0 use various kinds of a

priori knowledge i~ addicion to the residual si;~al's

statistics. This me~hod ~as been successful oath in one

dimensional and in two dimensional applications ell].

1.2.2. Using Fuzzy Sets :or Sicnal Res~oraticn
rl

Defining the feasible solutions using o~dinary se~s has

a problem. Imprecise or vague info~ation cannot be modelled

easily. !f the sets constructed using inac=u~ate :nformation

are too small, their intersec~ion may be empty, and if they

are too large their effect on the solution ~ill be reducedG

The convexity requirement is another factor ~estricting the

information that can be used by the poes technique. Applica-

tion of a broader class of a priori information can be made

possible by using fuzzy setso !n fac~, among all ~he avail-

able ~ethods for modelling a priori information, using fuzzy

sets may be considered as the most general one.

In the case of ordinary sets, a signal is either an

element of the sets or noe. For fuzzy sets each signal has

a ngrade of membershipn to each set and to the intersec~ion

set. !n the fuzzy sets for~ulation of the problem, each of

the sets is required to contain the original signal ~ith a

high grade of :nembership. Thus, the solution (not
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necessarily unique) can be defined as the signal(s) with

maximal grade of membership in the intersec:ion set. If this

maximal value is large, :he solution is in accordance with

the specified knowledge: otherwise the a 9 r iori specifica-

tions are inconsistent.

In POCS the size of the intersection set is a measure

for the definition of the solution. If :he size is large

then there are many solutions satisfying the given

~nowledge, i . e . the problem is not well defined. In the case

of fuzzy sets, the "energy" of the intersec::.ion seT; toget.her

T..,i th the membership value of the solution gives an improved

measure for the definition of the solution. Obviously, if a

solution is well defined, its quality will be high.

1.3. rteview of the Research Methodolooy

In this dissertation, a new, general signal restoration

method ~ill be developedo This method is based on fuzzy set

theory. It can be used in multi-dimensional signal process

ing applications. The new method is capable of generating

high quality restorations in many cases for which conven

tional techniques have failed. An objective measure for the

quality of a restoration will be presented also.
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In the second chapter an outline of the poes method is

given. A survey of the necessary defini~ions and theorems

from fuzzy set theory is ~resented in ~he Chap~er 3. In

Chapter 4, the formula~ion of the signal ~estoration 9~oblem

using the fuzzy sets is given. ~he numer:cai techniques for

finding the solu~ion are discussed in Chapter ~o ~he defin

itions and ~he calculation techniques for the quality of

restoration measures are given in Chapter 60 Chapter 7

presen~s the ~esults obtained by the new method and a gen

eral discussion of its advantages and l:mita~ions. Possible

areas for future work and general conclusions are ciscussed

in Chapter 8e
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CHAPTER 2

FEASIBLE SOLUTION IN SIGNAL RESTORATION

2.1. Introduction

In signal restoration, because of the noise and the

null space of the degrading operator, it is not possible to

recover the original signal with certainity. Therefore, the

ultimate goal is to obtain the nbest" estimate of the origi

nal signal. Conventional restoration methods employ dif

ferent optimization criteria for selecting the ~bestn esti

mate and generally generate different solutions. The main

reason for this differ~nce is varying assumptions made by

each method about the available a priori .information.

In [11], a feasible solution of the restoration problem

is defined to be a signal satisfying all the available a

priori knowledge about the original signal. If the set of

feasible solutions is sufficiently restrictive, any member

of it is acceptable as the solution. Otherwise, the solution

is not well defined, and further information about the ori-

ginal signal is needed.

Before defining any solution, it should be known how

the data signal was formed. In [11] the standard linear

model was used. However, it is possible to use more general
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and complex models at the cost of additional computation

timeo The discrete linear signal formation model is given

by:

( 2 •1 )

where, 9 is the ~ecorded signal of length N; f is the origi~

nal signal to be estimated of length N; H is the impulse

response matrix {N*N}, usually representing convolution; n

is signal independent noise of length N.

In the most general case, only the data formation model

is available, that is, the matrix H and some statistics of

the noise are known 0 With this limited knowledge, the

feasible solutions can be defined by using the ~esidual sig-

nal which is given by:

"r = g - Hf ( 2 .2)

1\ A
where f is an estimate for the original signalG If f = f

then the ~esidual is identical with the noiseo Thus, a

feasible solution should generate a ~esidual signal having

statistics consistent with those of the noiseG In the fol-

lowing sections, the method used for forcing the statistical

constraints on the residual signal is described.



2 .2.

2.2.1.

Residual Signal'~ Statistics

Guidelines for Selecting the Statistics to be Used

13

Generally, many statistics of the contaminating noise

can be estimated. The most common statistics include the

mean value, the variance, the autocorrelation sequence and

the power spectrum. Further, in many cases, the noise

sequence is assumed to be Gaussian. Theoretically, all the

available statistics should be used in defining the feasible

solution. However, in practical applications, computational

problems make a selection necessary. The following guideline

proved to be useful in the selection process:

i. The statistics to be used should be easy to calculate,

because during the iterations they are calculated many

times.

11. There should be an easy and objective way of modifying

the data in order to change the statistics. This can be

demonstrated through examples. If the histogram of the given

data is to be compared *ith a given pdf; in the case of a

discrepancy, it is not easy to identify the part of the data

to be changed in order to achieve the required probability

density. However, if the mean value is to be used, it can

easily be changed by properly biasing the data.
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iii. The set of statistics to be used should be nonredundant

and sensitive to the ~elevant changes in data sequence.

Otherwise, there will be unnecessary computations 0

iv. In order to use the ?OCS technique, the set of signals

satisfying the given statistics should be convex.

202.20 A Set of Statistics

The mean value, the variance, the power spectrum, and

the maximum deviation from the mean are the s~atistics used

in (11]. They are consistent with the guideline given above,

and in many applications, these statistics of the noise

sequence are assumed to be known (1],[4]. In the following

sections, the definition of the feasible solutions for a

Gaussian, zero mean, and white noise sequence with known

variance a 2 will be presented. These are common assumptions
n

about the noise. However, for many other noise sequences

with different p~operties, similar definitions can easily be

constructed.

202.2.1. Mean Value

For a feasible solution, the sample mean of the resi-

dual signal is a zero mean, normal random variable with
2

variance an/N. The set of signals constructed using this
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information is given by:

" N A

Cm = (11 ~ ([~] i - [Hf] i ) I s Om }
i=l

( 2 • 3 )

~here subscript i selects the i t h entry of the vectors 9 and

Hf, and 0 can easily be found from the standard normal di5m
tribution tables for a given confidence level. Clearly, C

m
is convex.

2.2.2.2. Variance

Under the given assumptions, the sample var i anc e of the

residual of a feasible signal has a Chi square distribution.

The set of feasible signals considering only the sample

variance is approximated by:

( 2 .4)

~he constant 0v may be found from Chi square distribution

tables; however, in many cases the number of samples, N, is

large enough for a Gaussian approximation. Cv is convex in

this approximate form. For the exact case, the norm of the

residual should have a lower limit, resulting in a nonconvex

set. However, in practice this approximation does not cause

a problem [11].

It should be noted that, the norm of the residual 5ig-

nal has been used as the constraint in the constrained least
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squares [4] and the maximum power [19] restoration methods,

and as a convergence criterion in iterative restoration

techniques [10].

2.2.2.3. Power Soectrum

For Gaussian white noise the distribution of the

periodogram has a Chi square distribution with two degrees

of freedom [20]. Thus confidence limits for it can be found

from standard tables. It is recognized that the periodo~

gram is not a consistent estimator for the power spectrum;

ho~ever, it is easy to calcula~e and modify. The convex set

of signals defined using the periodogram is:

IG(k)-H(k)FOC> 1
2

~ cS ,k. =P
N

1,2' ••• '2 ~l }(2.5)

where the upper case letters representS the OFT of their

lower case counterparts. Note that to use the OFT, the

~atrix H is assumed to be circulant and H(k) represents the

k
t h

frequency coefficient of the DFT of its first row. The

lower bounds of the periodogram coefficients are neglec~ed

for obtaining a convex set.

2.2.2.4. Maximum Deviation from Mean

The individual elements of the residual should have the

same probability distribution as the noise. Thus, it is 905-

sible to construct a set of signals ~ith acceptable
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deviations from the mean value.

A.
C = [1o

1\
I[g]. - [Hi].1 ~ 0

- 1 - l 0
( 2 .6)

It should be noted that in fact C does not represent a sin-
o

gle convex set but N convex sets; one for each point in the

signal. It is possible to have a single set describing the

combined effect of these sets, however, this was found

unnecessary [11]. In calculating 6 , the probability distri
o

but ion of the maximum deviation from the mean value is con-

sidered. For the Gaussian case this is given by:

F(x) = K [f x
-x

( 2 .7)

2.3. Convex Sets Dependent on Signal Properties

There are many other constraints which can reasonably

be applied to the deconvolution problem. These constraints

depend upon the characteristics of the specific signal under

consideration. Nonnegativity is one of the most important

constraints especially for signals with many values near

zero. The set defined by nonnegativity is obviously convex.

A list of useful convex sets can be found in [17]. Some

of these are : bandlimited signals, support limited signals,

signals whose Fourier transform is positive, and signals

which have prescribed values on some region of support.
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Obtaining the Feasible Solution

Projection Onto Convex Sets

In the preceding section, the constraints that can be

imposed on a feasible solution are outlinedo It remains to

show how to produce a solution which satisfies all of these

requirements. Individually, each of the constraints may be

quite easy to satisfyo However, it is usually very diffi

cult to satisfy all of the constraints simultaneouslye The

method used for this purpose is the method of successive

projections for finding common points of convex sets. As

summarized in Chapter 1, this method has been known for

almost two decades and has been used in several signal pro

cessing applications.

The result of previous work on POCS which is of most

interest here is stated as : let Co = ~ c. be nonempty,
i l

where Ci is a closed and convex set in a Hilbert space. Let

?i be the projection operator which projects a vector onto

Cio The iteration given by:

( 2 • 8 )

converges weakly to a point in C00 Clearly, convergence is

strong for finite dimensional spaces.
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This results states that a point in the intersection of

the convex sets described in section 2.3.2 can be found

using the successive projections. That point is in accor

dance with all the available a priori knowledge that is

modelled as convex sets and thus it is a feasible solution.

2.4.2. Projection Ooerators

In order to find the projection operator onto a convex

set C the following nonlinear, constrained minimization

problem should be solved:

io I 1
2

min II .!p
.fp
such that !p e: C

( 2 • 9 )

where 10 is the signal to be projected onto C, and .fp is the

projection. The derivations of the projection operators for

the sets modelling the residual signal's statistics are

given in (ll]e The projections of a signal 10 with residual

signal ~O' are as follows:
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Projection onto C
-- m

!p =

( 1:rOo - ,) )
- l mf h

-O.p I l.h
e

I I 2 ~

1.0

Era· < -6
-- l m

~

where h~ = (1:[li]il' I:(H]i2,e.e, E[H]iN). In the case of

circular convolution, he is a constant vector.

~.!.~.~. Projection 2£!2 Cv

If the norm of the res ideal signal is larger

the projection of the signal is given by:

than 0 ,
v

where the constant A is adjusted such that the norm of the

projected residual is

similar to constrained

pointed out in [11].

equal to 6 • This operation is very
'(1

least squares deconvolution as

2.4.2.3. Projection onto C
- - - - p

The projection for the k
t h

discrete frequency is:

(2.12)
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for a nonzero H(k) and IG(k) - H(k)F
O(k)1

2 > Ope If H(k) is

zero, there is nothing to be done. For this case the resi

dual is the exact noise anyway.

2.4.2.4. Projection onto C
-- 0

The projection onto this set is done by considering one

point at a time. For the i
t h

point of the signal the projec-

tion is:

(ro' - cS )

10
+ - 1 0 h. r. > 0

II h. 11 2 -1 -1 0
-1

(r
O

' + cS (2.13)
f = i O

+ - 1 0) h. r. < -0-p
II h. J 1

2 -1 -1 0
-1

i O otherwise

~here h. is the column vector containing the i t h ~ow of the
-1

matrix H.

2 • 5 • Prooerties of the Solution
b

There are many factors which influence the solution

that is obtained. Among the most important are the parame

ters of the signal formation model equation 2.1, the impulse

response, H, and the noise. The initial estimate 10 used to

start the iterations, can be quite influential.
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It is possible to relate all of the factors effecting

the solution to the size of the intersection setG Without

being specific about what is meant by size, intuitively, if

the size of the intersection set is large, there are many

feasible solutions and so, the chances of obtaining a good

one are diminishedo

Mathematically, the largest distance between any t~o

points of a set can be defined as its size. It is very dif

ficult to dete~ine the size of the intersection set in this

senseo However, upper bounds for the sizes of the componen~

sets can be found in te~s of the parameters of the model.

Certainly, the size of the intersection set is related to

that of the component sets, at least it will always be less

than or equal to the smallest one.

2.501. Effect of Imoulse Resoonse

It is intuitive that an increase in the spatial or tem

poral extent of the impulse ~esponse should increase the

size of the set of feasible solutions, that is, more vectors

should be feasible. The quantitative effect of the extent

of the impulse response on the size of the convex sets dis~

cussed earlier is studied in detail in [11]. As a summary,

the extent of the impulse response is measured by the norm

of the matrix Ho In [11], the matrix norm used was:
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(2.14)

(2.15)

where Ai is the i t h eigenvalue of HtH. This is the matrix

norm induced by the Euclidean vector norm. If H represents

circular convolution then these eigenvalues are magnitudes

squared of the OFT coefficients of the impulse response.

In [11], it was shown that:

-1
max I 11.1 - 12 I I s 2& i I 111 I I

11,12 € Ci

for the convex sets defined using the variance, the power

spectrum and the maximum deviation from the mean value of

the residual signal. For the convolution case
-1 1

IIH I I = minlH(k) I • Thus, the size of the sets depends on

the maximum attenuation of the distortion operator. The set

defined using the mean value has infinite extent.

In the case of a singular~, the sizes of the sets

defined by the residual statistics are unbounded. This is

because of the null space of H, which is of infinite extento

For this case, the incorporation of other a priori knowledge

will restrict the set of feasible solutions.

It should be noted that a set with unbounded size is

not useless. In fact, most of the sets describing a priori

knowledge about the signal, such as nonnegativity, have

infinite extent, however they may severely limit the size of
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the intersection seto Finally, the amplitude or the energy

of a signal can always be restricted using a reasonable

limit without loosing generality. The problem of estimating

the proportion of the feasible ~egion to this kind of a res

tricted region will be addressed in Chapter 6e

2c5.2. Effect of Noise

The noise in the linear degradation model, certainly,

has a profound effect on the size of the setso This is

because all of the confidence limits, 6'5, are functions of

the noise. In the case of Gaussian white noise, these limits

are proportional to the noise varianceo From the bounds

given in the previous section, it is seen that, as the

severity of noise increases, so does the size of the feasi-

ble solution set.

2.5.3. Effect of Initial Estimate

In the case of a severe degradation ~ithout enough a

priori knowledge, the set of feasible solutions can be ve~y

large or unbounded. Yet, the poes algorithm is capable of

producing reasonable solutions. However, the initial esti-

mate becomes very im90rtant for this case.
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In the successive projections method, each estimate is

projected to the closest element in the next convex set.

Intuitively, this means that the solution should be "clasen

to the initial estimate. In fact, if all of the sets are

linear varieties, the solution is the closest point of their

intersection to the initial estimate.

Although all the sets used in the restoration problem

are not linear varieties, in [21], the solution was shown to

be affected by the initial estimate. If the estimate start-

ing the iterations is reasonable, the solution to which the

method converges is also reasonable. In the example used in

[21], the positions of peaks in a simulated x-ray fluores-

cence spectrum were determined by a restoration using a flat

initial estimate; then the magnitudes of the peaks were

refined by using an initial estimate which placed isolated

peaks at the positions determined from the first restora-

tion.

In the poes technique, the initial estimate can be used

for enforcing certain kind of a priori information such as

smoothness or impulsiveness. Another way of using this kind

of information is imposing a new set centered around a pro

totype signal. Such a constraint may be written as:

c. = (i
1

I I_f - f I I ~ <5.-p 1
(2.16)
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where f is a prototype signal which might be obtained by
-p

combining a priori information with the result of a prelim-

inary restoration. The determination of the constant

subjective.

2.5.4. Effect of Other Constraints- --

o.
1

is

Obviously, the solution gets better as more valid con~

straints are imposed on ito In general, a constraint ~hich

defines a small set in the signal space is effectiveo How-

ever, the effectiveness of a constraint set also depends on

the characteristics of the original signale In [11], simu~

lated x-ray spectra and text images were used as examples 0

These signals have large ~egions near zero levelo This makes

the infinite extent nonnegativity constraint a very effec-

tive one.

2.6. Results

In orde~ to demonstrate the poes technique, a simulated

x-ray fluorescence signal is usedG These types of signals

have isolated peaks and large ~egions near zero and they

have been used in several previous studies [6], [10], [19].

The signal given in figure 2.1 is the original signal. The

degraded signal is shown in figure 2.20 It is obtained from

the original signal by convolving the original signal with a
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Gaussian shaped impulse response with standard deviation

2.0, and adding zero mean white Gaussian noise with variance

0.001. The restorations obtained by modified inverse filter

ing and constrained least squares technique are given in

figures 2.3 and 2.4 respectively. In figure 2.5, the res

toration obtained by the POCS technique using the sets

C , C C and C is demonstrated. This restoration, cer-m v , p, 0

tainly, has a better resolution. However, the ringing in the

regions where the signal is zero is disturbing. An obvious

improvement is obtained through the use of the nonnegativity

constraint. In the restoration displayed in figure 2.6 the

original signal is almost exactly recovered.

The effects of noise and the extent of the impulse

response are demonstrated in figures 2.7 and 2.8 respec

tively. As discussed earlier, the quality of restoration is

higher for lower noise levels and narrow impulse responses.

The use of the initial estimate is demonstrated in fig-

ure 2.9. The degraded signal from which figure 2.9.b is

obtained, has the same noise level ~ith the one in figure

2.7.b. However, the initial estimate used in figure 2.7.b is

the degraded signal. The initial estimate given in figure

2.9.a is constructed using the restoration in figure 2.7.b

and the a priori knowledge about the impulsiveness of the

original signal. Starting the iterations from this estimate
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caused an improvement in the result obtainede

There is no ~estric~ion in the dimensionality of the

signals to which the poes technique can be applied. An

example of the ~estoration of a text image is given in fig

ure 2.10. The blurred and noise corrupted image is given in

figure 2.10.a. figure 2010ob shows the ~esult ~ithout non

negativity constraint, and the restoration obtained with

nonnegativity is given in figure 2.10.cc
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Figure 209.a Initial Estimate

for the ~estoratione

Figure 2.9.b Res~oration

Obtained using the initial

estimate in Fig. 2.9.a
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Figure 2.10.a. (Upper left) Degraded Signal, bo (Upper

right) ~estora~ion by using residual signal'3 statistics, c.

(Lower) Restoration by using residual signal's statistics

and nonnegativity.



2 0 7 . Discussions

The descr:bed ~ethod :s a recent formulation in signal

~estoration. :t :s capable of gene~ati~g ~igh quali:y res-

torations ~hrough :~e ~se af a large class 8f a 9r~o~i

i~for~acion. ~he ~esul~s :a~ be obtained in reasonable

number of ite~a~icns.

The idea of ~at=h:ng the statis:ies of t~e noise ~i~h

those of the residual signal ~s very impor~ant in defining

the solution. This is a ge~e~al approach and ~an be used in

:inding objective eonst~aints on :he solutions of many esti-

mation problems.

~he poes method can utilize any information that can be

used ~o define a convex set 0: signals in the signal space.

However, there ~ay be information which cannot be modelled

as a convex sec of signals or even a set of signals. :mpre-

eise information about the original signal is an examp:e for

this. Using fuzzy sets instead of ~he ordi~ary ones wi:l

extend :he :ormula~ion capabili~y of ~he method.
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CHAPTER 3

A REVIEW OF ~HE FUZZY SET THEORY

3.1. Introduct:on

~any useful classifications of objects in the everyday

li:e are 7aguely defined. !he set of men over 6 feet :~

~eigh~ :5 ~ell defined. A ~an is e:ther a member of this set

or not. ~owever, it is not the same for the set of tall men.

T~ere is no :ixed height separating ~all men from the oth

ers. ~he transition is gradual. Still the classification of

tall is useful. ~he tall ~en'5 stores cater to this vaguely

defined set of people. It is the purpose of fuzzy set

:heory ~o give us a mathematical tool with which to ~anipu

late ~his partially defined knowledge.

~mprecise information is common in signal restoration.

Consider :he fol~owing examples. ?hysical filters have

transi~ion regions, thus bandwidth of a filtered signal :s

not exac~ (unless Ne artificially assume so). ?or a lossless

system rhe energy of ~ne output signal, in the sense of ~ean

squared signal value, is equal to that of :he input signal,

however because of noise ~e cannot es~imate :~ accurately.

The covariance structure of similar images are similar; how

ever, they are not equal. If the original signal is ~nown to
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be ~impulsive~, we can judge a restoration using this

knowledge: however, it is not easy to incorporate this

knowledge in the restoration algorithm.

The ~equirements for the statistics of the residual

signal, which are described in section 2.2.2, can be formu

lated better using fuzzy sets instead of ordinary sets of

the poes method. The following example may help in demon~

strating thisG Let the noise in the linear degradation

model, equation 2el, be zero mean, white, and no~mal, and

let the sample mean of a residual signal be m . If the noise

and the residual are the same, m is a ~ormal random variable

with zero mean and known variance u
2

• For the application

of poes technique, it is necessary to set limits for accept-

able m 'SG Practically, it is obvious that if Iml = a, it is

acceptable; and if Iml = lOOa, it is not. However, for

Iml = 2.Sa the decision is not easy_ A limit fo~ the convex

set can be set using some level of confidence. Let that

limit be 2a corresponding to approximately 95% confidence.

Under this limit, a ~esidual signal with ml = 1.9999a ~ill

be considered acceptable, i.e. a member of the set, ~hile

anothe~ one ~ith m2 = 2.00001a will be rejectedo However,

the belief in the consistency of the data does not change

abruptly. That is, there is no natural limit sepa~ating the

acceptable and unacceptable mrs, that transition occurs in a
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~egion. Thus, C of section 2.2.2.1 has a vague boundary and
m

a fuzzy version of it will be more appropriate.

The theory of fuzzy sets was founded by Zadeh [22] in

1964. There have been a large number of studies on this

subject and it has been applied in many areas including

automatic control and operations research. In [23] and [24]

lists of references covering almost all of these works are

included. ~his chapter summarizes the background material

from fuzzy set theory which is used in the signal restora-

tion problem.

3.2. Definitions

The characteristic (indicator) function ~A X ~{O,l}

of an ordinary (non fuzzy) set A in a universe X is defined

as:

~ (x) =
A

1

o

iff

iff

X £ A

X t A

( 3 . 1 )

where [O,l} is called a valuation set. If the valuation set

is the real interval [0,1] then A is called a fuzzy set

[24]. ~A(x) is the grade of membership of x in A, and ~A(·)

is called the membership function of the fuzzy set A. A

fuzzy set is completely specified by its membership func-
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Qualitatively, the membership function describes the

strength of our belief that x is a member of A. If ~A(x)=l,

it is certain that x is in A; and if ~ (x) =0, it is certain
A

that x is not in A. Thus, a fuzzy set can be considered as a

subset of X with vague boundaries.

T"N'O fuzzy sets A and 8 are equal iff JJ.A(x)=,uS(x) for

all x in the universe x, and A. is a subset of S iff

~A ( x ):S).'8 ( x ) for all x s in x. The set of x s for ~.{hich

,uA(x) > a is called the support of the fllZZy set A. The

height of a fuzzy set is defined as:

hgt(A) = sup ~A(x) ( 3 .2)
X£X

and finally, a fuzzy set is normalized if its height is

unity.

The membership function is the key in fuzzy set theoryo

General techniques fo~ finding membe~ship functions have not

been developed. A guideline :or finding the membership func-

tions for fuzzy sets to be used in signal restoration prcb-

lem Mill be discussed in Chapter 4.

3.3. Fuzzy Set Algeb~a

In the scope of this dissertation, fuzzy sets are used

to enforce several const~aints in signal restoration, thus

it is necessary :0 deal Mith several fuzzy sets. The
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ordinary set theoretic operations, union, intersection and

complement are extended to fuzzy sets. However, there is

more than one set of definitions. The most common set of

definitions is given as:

intersection ~AnB(x) = min( ~A(x), ~9(x))

union ~AuB(x) = max( ~A(x), ~B(x)) ( 3 . 3 )

complement ~A(x) = 1 - ~A(x)

It is noted that, under these definitions, the structure of

the fuzzy subsets of the universe X is a pseudocomplemented

distributive lattice, where max and min operators are the

upper and lower bound operators of the lattice respectively

[24J.

A different set of definitions is the probabilisticlike

operators. These are given as:

intersection

union

~A~B(X) = ~A(x)~B(x)

~A~B(x) = ~A(x)+~8(x)-~A(x)~B(x)

( 3 .4)

These operators generate a nondistributive lattice structure

and they are interactive. The complementation given in equa

tion 3.3 is not genuine for these definitions. The so called

bold union and bold intersection generate a complemented

nondistributive structure.
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These operators are:

intersection ,uAaS(x) = max (a, 1-£A( x ) +~B ( :< ) -1 )
( 3 • 5 )

union ,uAoa(x) = min ( 1 , J.l.A(x)+,uS(x})

It should be noted that the intersection operators men

tioned above are triangular norms [24]. A triangular norm is

a function from [O,l]X[O,l] to [0,1] with the following pro

perties :

i. T(O,O)=O: T(a,l)=T(l,a)=ai

ii. T(a,o) ~ T(c,d) whenever a ~ c and c ~ d;

iii. T(a,b)=T(b,a):

iv. T(T(a,b),c) = T(a,T(b,c»

Furthermore, every triangular norm satisfies:

vhe r e

T~(a,b) ~ T(a,b) ~ min(a,b) ( 3 .6)

T·N(a,b) =
a if b= 1

b if a= 1 ( 3 • 7 )

The properties of triangular norms may be used for defining

other intersection operators.
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The best set of operators depends on the problem, and

specifically what is meant by the words intersection, union

and complement. The selection of the suitable set of opera

tors for the restoration problem is discussed in the next

chapter.

3.~. Measures for Fuzzy Sets

A mathematical ~"ay of "defining" an acceptable solution

is restricting the set of solutions by using the available a

priori information. If the definition is perfect, there

should be a unique signal satisfying it. In other words, the

intersection set should be a singleton. If the solution is

not well defined, there will be many signals which can be

accepted as the solution, and if the definitions are incon

sistent, the result will have a low membership value. Thus,

t.he "size" and the "height" of the intersection set can be

used for measuring the quality of the definition. If the

solution is well defined, clearly, its quality will be higho

T~o measures, energy and entropy, have been proposed

for fuzzy sets [25]. In [26], the energy measure is shown to

be better suited for decision theoretic applications. The

"size" of a fuzzy set, in the sense used here, is strongly

related to the energy measure.
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An energy measure for a fuzzy set A is defined as (26]:

etA) = fp(~ (x» C·.,,(x)
X A

( 3 .8)

~here, p is nondecreasing on [O,:J: ~(x) = a i~f x=Q; and ~

is a totally :inite posi:ive measure defined on a ~-algebra

of subsets of X. (The finite subse~ X of ~he signal space

can be constructed large enough to contain e7e~y possible

solucion withou~ causing a loss of gene~a~ity.) ~~e main

properties of this measure a=e :

I. e (A) is defined only for measurable f~zzy sets.

II!. e (A)= a iff A is equivalent to empty set,

vanishes almost everTNhe~eo

or ( x )

rVft If ~ is strictly increasing in [0,1], e (A) ~eaches its

maximum value ~hen A=X.

T~o for~s for this measure are given in equations 3.9 and

3.10:

e(A)

= 1 ( )hgt\Ai J ~A x dx ( 3 .9)

(3.10)

Clearly, :or a "small" sec the energy measure is close

to zero. However, in orde~ ~o have a meaningful measure for
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the size, the height and energy of the set under considera

tion should be specified together.
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CHAPTER 4

APPLI~\TION OF FUZZY SET THEORY TO SIGNAL RESTORATION

4.1. Formulation Of The Problem

The signal ~estoration problem can be formulated as

finding an element of the intersection of various sets

describing a priori available properties of the original

signal. As discussed in Chapter 2, this makes it possible to

use a large variety of information in the ~estoration algo

rithm. A major problem encountered in this formulation is

the modelling of partially defined or imprecise information

~hich occurs in many practical applica~ions. A solution of

this problem is obtained by the use of fuzzy sets ins~ead of

ordinary sets.

To be useful in defining the solu~ion, the ordinary set

must contain the original signal. To guarantee this may

require large sets, decreasing their effect on the solution.

In the fuzzy sets formulation, this ~equirement is softened.

Any fuzzy set which assigns a high membership value to the

original signal can be added to the collection of the sets

defining the solution. If all fuzzy sets used are expected

~o contain the original signal with a high membe~ship value,

then so is their inte~sec~ion. Thus, a reasonable estimate
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for the o~iginal signal is one of the members of the fuzzy

intersection set with a high membership value.

There are three parts of the fuzzy sets formulation.

The first one is finding an objective and methodical way for

the const~uction of membership functions. Deciding on the

intersection operator is the second part. Finally, a compu

tational technique must be developed for finding a solution.

4.2. Membershio Functions

The major problem with using fuzzy sets is defining the

membership functions in an objective and systematic way.

There is no general technique for the solution of this prob-

Iern. In the literature, different techniques are suggested

for various applications [24].

4.2.1. Background

.~ong the published methods for the construction of

membership functions, the ones which are obviously applica-

ble to the signal restoration problem are listed below.

4 • 2 .1. 1 . Deformable Prototvnes [27]___........+n__ --

In this method, in order to construct the membership

function, a prototype which is defined by n parameters is

used. These parameters are adjusted for minimizing some dis

tance measure between the prototype and the object for which
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the membership value is to be calculated. The membership

value is a function of the "dissimilarityn between the pro-

totype and the object. In (27], the dissimilarity is defined

as:

o(x) = min (m(x:p~ , ... ,p ) + W6(Pl'···'~ }) (41)

P P ~ n n -.-
1 ' · · ., n

~here, m is the distance bet~een the object x and the proto-

type; 0 is a function describing the deformation energy, in

other ~ords the degree of distortion made on the prototype:

and ~ is a weighting factor. A membership function for the

fuzzy set described by the prototype may be given as:

This method has been used for defining membership func-

tions of fuzzy sets describing handwritten characters and

certain classes of ECG signals [27]. In signal restoration,

it is possible to use this technique for constructing fuzzy

sets around prototype signals desc~ibed in Chapter 2.

Another i~po~tant application is ~odelling of a signal ~hich

is known to be the output of a system defined by a set of

parameters. As an example, consider a speech signal. The

coefficients of a linear predictive coder can be used as the

parameters of the prototype. The error made by coding the

signal with specified numbe~ of coefficients is the distance
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part of the dissimilarity. The deformation energy is related

to the difference bet~een the prototype's coefficients and

the coefficients used for coding the signal. The fuzzy set

constructed this way can be used for incorporating informa-

t i on such as "voiced speech", or "speech of a certain

s peak e r .t ina res tor a t ion a 1go r i t hm .

4.2.1.2. rmolicit Analvtical Definition [28]

The main idea behind this method can be stated as : the

marginal increase of a person's strength of belief that "x

is A" is proportional to his belief that "x is A" and his

belief that "x is not A". Mathematically this can be formu-

lated as:

d~ (x)
A = k~ (x)(l - ~ (x))
dx A A

The solution of this differential equation is:

( 4 . 3 )

J.L (x) = 1
A (1 ~ ea- bx )

The parameters a and b are to be determined from o~her

requirements. This method gives a justification ~or the

shape of a membership function.

4.2.1.3. Use of Statistics

As in the case of finding probabilities, it is reason

able to rely on statistics in finding the membership func-
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tions. This idea is applied in deriving membership func

tions for fuzzy sets to be used in linguistic applications

(29], and in social sciences (30]. In (24], normalization of

a histogram to make the highest ordinate equal to one is

proposed for obtaining a 90ssibility distribu~ion. Consider-

ing the fuzzy sets defined on the real line p if a histogram

or probability density function for the elements of a cer

tain fuzzy set is available, assigning high membership

values to those portions of the real line corresponding to

high frequencies is reasonable. However, this does not jus-

tify using a function proportional to the histogram as a

membership function. This problem is studied in the next

section.

A Guideline for Constructing Membershio Func~ions

4.2.2.1. Constructing Membershio Functions Using Statisti-

cal Information

.In construc~ing a fuzzy set defining the solution of a

~estoration ?roblem, a 9arame~er of the original signal or

the degradation system, such as the bandlimit of the signal

or a statistic of the contaminating noise, is used. As

stated before, many times the exact value of the parameter

is not available. However, information in the form of a his-
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togram or a probability density function of the parameter

can be obtained. The following conditions are found to be

reasonable in constructing membership functions using this

kind of information : let s be the parameter, such as the

sample mean of ~he residual signal, to be used for the con-

struction of a fuzzy constraint set, then;

I. Ei~( s ) I s is calculated for the original signal } ~ c

where, c should be close to 1. Qualitatively, this require-

~ent forces the average value of the membership of the ori-

ginal signal in this fuzzy set to be larger than c. It

should be noted that, the original signal is not needed for

the calculation of the required expected value.

sample mean example, this condition requires:

/\

J ~(m) p(m I f=f) dm ~ c

Using the

whe r e rn is t.he sample mean of the residual signal and the

conditional pdf P is the density function of a zero mean

normal random variable ·lIi th variance 0
2 for the case

described in section 3.1. If the proposed solu~ion f is not

equal to the original signal f, the pdf of the sample mean

may not be p because the residual signal will not be equal

to the noise unless the difference between the proposed

solution and the original signal lies entirely in the null

space of H.
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II. a ~ ~(x) ~ 1. Because, as far as the specific parameter

used in defining :he fuzzy set is concerned, there may be

signals which are to~ally unacceptable as a solution

(~(x)=O), signals which are indis~inguishable ::om :he sol~-

:ion (~(x)=l), and signals Nhich are :n bet~een.

r : : . 2. )f )J. {x dx should be minimized. T~i.s condition :s

required :or obtaining a "selecti·,e" member sh i p :~nc;::'cn,

:iat :s, ~he g~ade for signals which differ f~om the o~igi-

~al signa: should be as low as possibleG The i~tegral 0:

the squared membership func~ion is ~ela~ec :0 the size of a

f~zzy set. Thus by minimizing it, the ~smalles~" set sa~is-

fying the othe~ requirements can be obtained.

The optimal membe~ship function defined by these condi-

tions can be derived using constrai~ec o9timiza~ion tech-

niques for infinite dimensional spaces :31]0 This de r i v a-

tion is presented in AppendiA 10010 7he o9~imal membership

function is shown to be:

=!Ap(X) if Ap(x) < 1

~(x) ( 4 • 0 )

l 1 OF ,\P ( x ) ~ 11_

~here, p(x) is the pdf or its estima~e derived from the his-

togram of ~he parameter used for defining the fuzzy se~, and

the constant ~ is to be solved from:
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( 4 .7)

?or standard normal pdf, the relation betNeen the parameter

A and the confidence level is given in Appendix :0.1. For a

spec:::c pdf, ~ can be solved from equat:on 4.7 l~sing

~ume~:~ ~oot finding techniques, such as bisec~ion or

~ewton-rtaphson. A numeric integration is also necessary if a

~losed form for the indefinite i~tegral of the 9df or ics

square does not exist.

It should be noted that, the optimal ~embership func-

tion depends on the size measure used in :he third require-

mente For example, if the integral of the membership func-

tion is used as the measure, the optimal solution is an

ordinary set which is nothing but a classical confidence

i nt e rv a l having the parameter ncr' of the first condition as

the confidence level. In other ~ords, the sees similar to

the ones in Chapter 2 are optimal if the integral of the

membership function is minimized. This 15 discussed in

Appendix 10.1. However, as explained in section 3.1, there

is an abrupt change from nonmembership to full membership in

these sets which is not realistic for many cases.

Clearly, it is not possible to prove the necessity or

sufficiency of the proposed set of rules for constructing

membership functions using statistical information. However,
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they are ~easonable requirements, and they generate reason-

able membership functions.

4.2.2.2. Cons~ructina Membershic Functions When Statistics

Are Not Available

If probabilistic knowledge is not available, the

membership function should be defined using the available

data so that ies value for the original signal is close to

one and it is as selective as possible. For example: if the

original signal is known to be low pass filtered using a

filter with a finite transition region, all signals bandlim-

ited to the union of the passband and the transition band of

this filter should have high membership in the set describ-

ing this information. However, lower membership values

should be assigned to the signals which have their signifi-

cant components only in the transition band.

Using a deformable prototype may help in constructing

membership functions ~ithout using statis~ical da~a. ~xam-

ples for this approach were given in section ~.2.:.1e

4.3. Fuzzy Sets For Signal Restoration Aoolications

In this section, membership functions for a collection

of fuzzy sets ~hich have potential in signal processing
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applications will be presented. These membership functions

are constructed following the guideline presented in sec

tions 4.2.2.

4.3.1. Sets Derived From Residual Signal'~ Statistics

As in Chapter 2, in defining these sets, the underlying

ry •variancewith

degradation model is assumed to be linear with addi
2

tive zero mean, normal, and white noise

signal

Nonlinear degradation models with different noise charac-

teristics can be modelled similarly at the cost of increased

complexity.

4.3.1.1. Mean Value

The sample mean of a feasible residual signal is a n01

mal random variable (r.'l.) with zero mean and variance 0
2

IN. Thus, a fuzzy set can be defined using the parameter

p = 1 E Lr l ,
m ~ - 1

( 4 .8)

where r is the residual signal, and Pm is a standard normal

r.v .. The membership function can easily be constructed for

any confidence level, and is given as:
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1 IPml ~ a(c)

~(Pm) =
(4.9)

_1 p2
A ( C) e 2" m otherwise
(J ,,'1;'

~here~ c is the confidence level, and a(c) and A(C) are the

optimal parameters fo~ normal pdf's, as described in Appen-

dix 10 .1.

4.3.1.2. Variance

The sum of the squares of a feasible residual signal

divided by the noise variance has a chi s~uare cistribu~ion

with degrees of freedom N. However, for most of the appli

cations the number of samples is large enough, for making a

normal approximation. The parameter used in defining this

set is:

-..j2N-l i

(4.10)

The dis~ri~u~ion of this pa~ameter is approximately stanca=c

no~mal [32]0 ~hus, the m~mbershi? func:ion can be obtained

from ~m ' by replacing Pm S v i t h P s.
v
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For discrete frequencies between 1 and (N/2 - 1), the

magnitude squared DFT coefficients of a feasible residual

signa: have a chi square distribution ~ith t~o degrees of

freedom [20J. Thus, the pdf of the maximum magnitude square

in these frequencies can be obtained as follows: let,

(4.11)

where, R(k) is the k~h discrete frequency component of the

residual signal. The parameter Ppk has an exponential dis

tribution with parameter 0.5 for 0 < k < N/2. If Ppm denotes

the maximum Ppk' then its probability distribution function

can be calculated as:

F (x ) = p [p ~ x } = p
pm pm

o ~:<, Vk}.. pk

ry x (4.12)

= [~ ~ e - 2" d TJ] N' = ( 1 _ e 2") N'

where N' = N/2 - 1. The pdf can be obtained by differentiat-

ing equation 4.12 and is given by:

I

f (x) = ~2 (1 - e
pm

x
2

I

(N -1) e
x
2 (4.13)

This is a unimodal pdf, hence corresponding membership func-

tion has the following form:



J.t (x:) =
pm

if a< x <b
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( 4 • 14 )

\ f ( x )
pm

o t he rv i s e

·...;here :je pa r ame t e r s a, band :\ a r e N d epende n t and :0 be

found ~umerically. the values for ~he

~arameters a and bare :abulated for various confidence :ev-

els anc ~umbers of samples.

~.3o:.4. ~axirnum Deviat:on :~om :he ~ean

Individual en~~:es ~f ~he ~esidual si~~a: ~ave ~or~a:

distr::.:Jut:on. The derivation of ~ne pdf ~f the nax~m~~

value of the residual signal is similar ~o the deri7ation

given in section 4.3.1~3., and i~ is given by:

~here Q(x) :5 the probabil:ty of having a

e

2
x
2

s!.ancard normal

~andom variable larger than x. The function f (x) is a un:
o

modal pdf, thus the form of the corresponding ~embershi9

:~nc~ion is the same as ~ The paramete~s ~: ~he ~embe~-
~m

ship function are dependent on N, and must be :ound ~ume~i-

cally. A table of the a and b values is given in Appendix

10.1.
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!.l.~. Fuzzy Sets Defined Using Signal'~ Statistics

In many applications, in addition to the noise statis

tics, various statistics of the original signal can be

estimated also. There are restoration techniques based on

this kind of knowledge. The power spectrum equalization

technique [33J assumes the availability of the original

signal's power spectrum. In the Wiener filter the covariance

of the signal is used. ~aximum a posteriori probability

technique assumes the availability of a pdf for the original

signal [34].

Obviously, fuzzy sets describing this information can

easily be constructed. The membership functions derived for

the sets defined by the residual signal's statistics can be

used for the sets describing the same statistics of the ori-

ginal signal. Using the technique for deriving membership

functions from statistical information, fuzzy sets defined

by other statistics of the original signal can easily be

constructed.

4.3.3. Fuzzy Sets Defined Using Signal Soecifications

The following sets can be used for modelling various

properties of signals which are encountered in many signal

processing applications.
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Energy of the Signal

In several applications, it is possible to estimate the

energy of the original signal. In photography the average

light intensity can be measured. Even if this measurement is

not available, for many applications, a ~easurement done on

a similar view can give a nclose" value ~o the original one.

Similarly, in speech processing, a knowledge about the aver

age signal energy can be obtained by measuring the energy

level of a similar speech signal. Imposing a bound en the

maximum energy of the original signal is very useful in res

tricting the size of the feasibility se~ but, as can be seen

from the examples above, generally, the upper bound of the

energy is not known exactly. However, a fuzzy set can be

used for introducing a soft upper bound.

function for this set may be of the form:

The membership

= e
(4.16)

In addition to the upper bound, a soft lower bound can

be imposed on the energy of the signal for restricting the

size of the feasibility set. A soft lower bound can be

obtained by considering, the attenuating nature of a gene~al

degradation system and and the energy of the output signal.
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Another use of a lower bound on the energy is in defin-

lng impulsiveness ~hi~h is a rather vague concept. I n [1 9 J ,

maximizing the energy of ~he restored signal is shown:o be

~se:~: :n :~pulsive signal restoration. ~he ~eason :o~ :h:s

is ~~e ~e:ative~v ~igh autocorrelation of :hese signals

ze~o :ag. ~j:s :s shown in Appendix ~J.2.

A 50:: :ower ~ound on the eTIergy of a signal can be

modelled ~y a :~zzy sec ~ith a parame~ri= ~embe~ship Eunc-

tion of ~he :orm:

( ~ . : 7 )

It snould be noted that this set cannot be approximated

by an ordinary ~onvex set.

~.3.3.2. ?~ototv~e Sianals

I~ is possible ~o const~uct a fuzzy set around a signal

Nhich is expected to be similar to the original signal.

~here are ~~o ~ays of ~btaining a prototype signal. ~he

first one is using the result of a 9rerestorationo ~n

prerestoration, a conventional restoration technique may be

used. It is observed that simple and fast techniques, such

as thresholding for finite level signals, are capable of

generating useful prototypes. The second method for finding
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a prototype signal is using the available information about

a property of the original signal. For example, if the sig

nal is a text image, it is possible to estimate many letters

using the meaning of the text.

A parametric membership function for a fuzzy set around

a prototype signal can be:

N'
J.I. (f) = exp(- t a.([_f]. - [f ].)2
pr - i=l 1 1 -p 1

(4.18)

~here i p is the prototype signal and a coefficients reflect

the confidence in the prototype.

403.3.3. Smoothness

If the original signal is known to be smooth, a fuzzy

set can be constructed ~sing the approximate time or space

derivative of the signal. In constrained least squares

method [4], the original signal is assumed to be as smooth

as possible. rn the fuzzy set formulation, an adjustable

~eight can be assigned to the smoothness of the signal. A

parame~ric membership function for this set may be:

- C1

JJ. (f) = e S
s -

ftotOf-- - (4:.19)

where 0 is a difference operator and a is for adjusting the
s

required smoothness.
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i.l.i.!. Finite Level Signals

There are many cases for which the original signal is

known to have only a finite number of levels. An example for

this can be given from industrial tomography. If the sample

to be scanned is known to be made of certain kind of materi-

als, then in the reconstructed image, there will be finite

number of gray levels.

A membership function for a fuzzy set modelling the

finite level signals may be:

N M 2
n 1: fJ" e xp ( - (J' ([ i ] i - [f 1v ] J" ) )

i=lj=l ] ]
(4.20)

where flv is a vector containing m possible finite levels,

and (J and p parameters can be adjusted using the relative

amount of the number of levels.

4.3.3.5. Time, Amplitude and Bandlimits

Similar to the ordinary sets case, the knowledge about

the time or space extent, the bandwith, and the amplitude

range of the originGl signal can be used for defining fuzzy

sets. However, fuzzy sets have the advantage of being able

to model imprecise limits. The best example for this is the

bandlimit of a lowpass filtered signal which is outlined in
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section 4.2.202.

4.4. Selecting the !nte~section Ocerator

A broad ~ange of information about the solution of a

restoracion problem can be modelled using fuzzy sets. After

the construction of these sets, the next step is finding the

set of feasible solutionso !n the case of ordinary sets, a

feasible solution must be a member of all se~s used in

defining the solution, and any signal which is a member of

all these sets must be a feasible solution. Therefore, the

feasibility set is the largest common subset or the inter

section of the sets defining the solutiono

!n the case of fuzzy sets, the largest common subset of

a class of sets is thei~ intersection defined using the

minimum operator given in equation 3030 In othe~ words,

straightforward extension of the ordinary sets formulation

suggests using the minimum as the intersection operator.

However, it is no~ necessary to construct the fuzzy sets

formulation as an extension of the ordinary sets case, and,

as outlined in section 3.3, there are many operators that

can be used for defining the intersection of fuzzy setSe

One of the ways in finding a proper intersection opera

tor for a specific application is defining ~equirements for
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the intersection and then finding an operator satisfying

them. In this formulation, the defining properties of the

triangular norms, given in section 3.3, are taken as the

smallest set of requirements for the intersection operator.

This restricts the set of operators, bu~ does not define a

unique intersection. As indicated in section 3.3, most of

the popular intersection operators including the minimum and

the product are triangular norms.

In fact, if a feasible solution is defined as one which

has a high grade of membership in the intersection set, the

selection of a particular triangular norm will not have a

major effect on the solution. However, the computation of

the solution will be different for different intersection

operators. ~his subject is addressed in Chapter 5. Another

aspect of the problem for ~hich the selection of the inter

section operator plays an important role, is the calculation

of the size of the feasibility set. The same classes of sets

may have different sizes of intersection for different

intersection operators. However, the meanings of these

measures are different. This may be used to obtain a better

definition for the shape of the feasibility set by comparing

its sizes calculated using different intersection operators.
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CHAPTER 5

COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

5.1. Using the POCS Me~hod

501.1. Convex Fuzzv Sets

501.1.1. Definitions

The first step in extending the convex ordinary sets

formulation is using convex fuzzy sets. A fuzzy set :5 said

to be convex iff its membership function ~(x) is quasicon~

cave, that is, i~ satisfies:

( 5 .1)

for all xl and x2 in the support of the fuzzy set, and all A

in [O,lJ [22]. It is shown [22] that, an equivalent defini-

tion for convexity can be given using the a-level sets of a

fuzzy seto An a-level set of a fuzzy set A ~i~h a membership

function ~A(x) is an ordinary set which is defined [22] as:

Aa = I x : J.I- A. ( ~( ) ~ a } ( 5 . 2 )

A fuzzy set is convex iff its a-level sets are convex for

all a values i~ [0,1] [22].
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The second form of the definition suggests that, if all

fuzzy sets used in defining the solution of a signal ies

toration problem are convex, then their a-level sets form a

collection of ordinary convex sets. A signal in the inter

section of these :evel sets can be found using the POCS

technique, and such a signal Hill have a grade of membership

larger than or equal to a in every individual fuzzy set.

Obviously, this si;nal's grade of membership in the fuzzy

intersection se~ depends on the intersection operator. If

the minimum operator is used for the intersection, the grade

of membership of this signal in the intersection set is at

leas~ equal to a. For all other triangular norms, the grade

~ill be smaller as indicated in section 3.3. However, if

there exist signals with a specified grade of membership in

the intersection set defined by a particular operator, it is

possible to find one of them by using POCS and adjusting the

parameter a according to the intersection operator.

5.1.1.2. Convex Fuzzy Sets For Signal Restoration

Obviously, the ~equirement for using convex fuzzy sets

restricts the modelling capability of the fuzzy sets tech-

nique. However, as indicated in Chapter 2, many restoration

problems can be successfully modelled using ordinary convex

sets. Using convex fuzzy sets may be considered as an
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intermediate method, extending the modelling capability of

the ordinary poes method.

Among the fuzzy sets defined in section 4.3.1, only the

set constructed using the mean value of t~e ~esidual signal

is a convex fuzzy set. The fuzzy sets defined ~sing the

variance, the power spectrum, and the maximum deviation from

the mean value of the ~esidual signal are not convex. How-

ever, they can be approximated by using the smallest convex

fuzzy sets which contain them. The experience obtained in

applying the poes technique shows that such an approximation

will not have an adverse effect on the solution.

Most of the fuzzy sets defined using the signal specif-

ications, ~hich are given in section 4.303, are convex fuzzy

sets. The exceptions are the fuzzy set defined using the

minimum energy of a signal and the set modelling the :inite

level signals.

5.1.2. Successive Relaxation ~echniaue

The convex :uzzy sets f04mulation int~oduces a succes-

sive relaxation algo~ithm for the poes technique. As was

discussed in [11], outliers can make the intersection of the

ordinary sets empty. The 94oposed so~ution for this p~oblem

~as enlarging the individual sets (11]. However, the amount
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of the relaxation, and itS relative effects on the confi-

dence in the solution were not determined. The membership

functions of :he fuzzy sets give a relation bet~een the

sizes of the sets and the confidence in the solution

obtained by using them. This makes it possible ~o adjust the

sizes of the se~s so that all sets describe the original

signal with the same level of confidence. Additionally, the

value of a will give a rating for the credibility of the

solution for a certain relaxation level.

The successive relaxation algorithm can be stated as

follows :

i. Set an initial value a
O

for a, set a value nO for maximum

number of subiterations with a
O

' set iteration counter i=O.

ii. Start POCS iterations. If a solution can be :ound in

less than n~ subiterations, stop. Otherwise, reduce ai- The

main factors affecting the amount of this reduction are the

orevious a ?alue, the orevious nurnbe~ of iterations, cost of
- -
iterations, and maximum cost allocated for the problem.

• •• ? -F
111. 1.J. GI.

1
is less than a preset limit, then there 1S no

solution worth obtaining with the allocated cost for the

problem. Stop.

· . lth
iv. Determine maximum number of subiteratlons for the ~+

iteration. The main factors to be considered in this are the
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value of 0., the previous number of iterations and the cost.
1

v~ Use the last estimate as the initial estimate. Go to step

i i .

The initial values of the 9aramecers ~ and n are sub-

jective. ~t is obvious :hat, in orde~ to obcain a high

quality res~oration a mus~ be close to one. However, Mhen a

is close to one, generally, the size of the in~ersection set

is small, and finding a solution ~equires a larger number of

iterationso This may ~equire a compromise bet~een the

desired quality of the solution and the cost of finding ito

Similarly, :he amount of ~eduction in a and maximum number

of subiterations with that value are decisions ~equiring

compromises. Computational experience with using a collec-

ticn of sets is valuable in deter~ining these factorsc

5.2. Usina Cotimization ~echniaues
d

In the most general case, the problem imposed by the

fuzzy sets fonnulation is an unconstrained nonlinea= opt:mi-

zation problem in the signal space. Mathematically, t~e se~

of solutions can be described as:

* * *S = 1 f = arg sup IO [.ul(f),,u2(f), ••• ,~(!}]} (5.3)

vhe r e : IO is the intersection operator, and J.J.{.) r S are the
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membership functions of the fuzzy sets defining the solu

tion. Ideally S* is a singleton containing only the original

signal. The relation bet~een the size of the solution set

and the quality of the solu~ion is addressed in Chapter 6.

*
:inding an element of S 1S nothing but locating a max-

i~~~ of a cer:ain combination of nonlinear functions. How-

ever, it is ~ell known that, no algorithm capable of solving

every nonlinear optimization problem has been developed yet.

l:' . 1 • ,.or speCla. prOD_ems, there are various tec~niques ~hich are

more efficien~ than other more general methods. Thus, in

solving a signal restoration problem, ~hich is formulated

using fuzzy sets, the fi~st step mus~ be a search for a spe-

cial technique suitable for the problem. Using poes is an

example :o~ exploiting a special case of the ?roble~ namely,

convexity of :he individual sets.

In this section, general, iterative techniques for

obtaining a so~ution will be outlined. The only assumption

is the di::erentiability of the membership functions. Since

all of rhe membershio functions defined in sec~ion 4.3 are- -

differentiable, nondifferentiable optimization techniques

are not considered. The derivatives of some of the member-

ship functions are given in Appendix 10.3.
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It should be noted that, in an i~erative optimization

algorithm, the membership value of the estimate in the

intersection set may be used as a convergence criterion. The

iterations may be terminated ~hen the membership value

reaches a certain level ~hich may be a constant O~ a func-

tion of the number of comple~ed iterations. 8ecause no

assumptions are made about the convexity of the membe~ship

functions, any optimization algorithm may converge to a

local SUboptimal solution determined by the initial esti-

mate. However, since the range of the membership function,

and an acceptable level for its value is available, this

will not cause a serious problem. If a specific algo~ithm

converges to a point with a low membership value, it may be

executed again using some other initial estimate.

Intersection Using Minimum Ooe~ator and Chebvsnev

?:-oblem

As :ndicated :n section ~.4, the straightfor~ard ex~en-

sian of the ordinary pees formulation ~equires the ~se of

the minimum operator for the in~ersection of :uzzy se~s.

Using this operator the p~oblem can be stated as:

max .tLmin(l)
1

( 5 .4:)

where, ~ . (f) is the value of the minimum membe~shipmln -
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function in the set of membership functions defining the

solution. ~his 9roblem is k~own as Chebyshev problem [35j.

Clearly, even if a:l of the membership functions are di~-

f e r e n t i ab l e . p." ( f )
:TIln

:s not necessarily diffe~entiable.

~hus, :onventional unconstrained optimization ~echni~ues

:annot be applied ~o this problem. ~owever, there are var:-

ous solu~ion techniques for t~e Chebyshev problem ~35~,

[ 36], [37 1, [38]. In most of these techniques, the :ollow-

ing equivalent formulation of the problem is prefe~red:

max z

s . t .

)1.1 (f) ~ z
~

)J.2(f)
( 5 . 5 )

~ z

,urn ( f ) ~ z

where, z is an additional scalar variable. Under the formu-

lation given in equation 5.5, the problem becomes a ~on

linear constrained optimization problem. Using Kuhn-Tucker

~heorem [31], a necessary condition for the optimal solution

of the problem can be given as:

m
E A" q,ui(f) = 0

i=l 1

( 5 . 6 )

where; A. '5 are nonnegative constants ~hose sum is unity.
1
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In (35], and (36] the solution method involves a linear

progr~ing subproblem. For this application, the numbe~ of

samples, N, in the signal determines the dimension of :his

subproblem, which is, for many cases, too large to be prac-

tical with current state of technology. The algorithms

described in [37] and [38] are essentially the same and

based on finding an appropriate direction which gives a

local increase to the function to be maximized. These algo-

~ithms were found to be applicable to the problem.

In order to present an ove~view of the algorithm, which

is described in detail in [37], a certain amount of notation

must be defined. Let gi(f) be the N X 1 gradient vector of

the i
t h

membership function evaluated for signal f. Associ-

ated with any signal :, let a set of indices be given by:

H(f,cS) = (i : ~i(i) - m~n(~j(i.)] ~ cS }
J

( 5 . 7 )

where; 0 ~ o. H(f,O) contains the indices of chose membe~-

ship functions which have the smallest values for the signal

i. Let G(!,6) denote an N X k matrix ~hose columns are :he

gradient vectors of those membership functions ~hose indices

are included in the index set H{f,o). Thus, k is the cardi-

nality of H. An appropriate direction for modifying the sig-

nal _ is shown to be:
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( 5 .8)

where; (1) is a k X 1 vector whose elements are ones. If s

is defined, then f can be updated using:

: = f +- T ~ ( 5 • 9 )

~here; r is to be found by line search. Using these defini

tions, the main algorithm can be presented as follows

o. Select an initial signal 1, and an arbitrary value 6. Set

the iteration counter, i=O.

i. Determine the rank of the matrix G. If it has full rank,

go to v. If it has almost full rank, that is, if there is a

submatrix of § which is obtained by deleting a single column

of G, and which is of full rank, go to iii. Otherwise, go to

11.

I:. Is there a ~ull column in G ? If yes, terminate. Other

wise, do not update the solution, divide 0 by two and go to

v i i .

iii. Find a v ec t o r '.!. v i t h positive sum of elements in the

null space of G. If all elements of ~ are nonnegative then

go to iv. If it has a negative entry, construct a new index

set from H by deleting the index of the membership function

whose gradient is multiplied by the negative element of the

vector y. Using the new index set find the optimal direction
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~, and update the signal. Divide 0 by two, go to vii.

iv. If 0 is less than a preset limit 1, terminate. Otherwise

divide 0 by two, keep the signal unchanged, and go to vii.

v. Find the direction s. If for all 1 in the index 5e~

a~s > 0 holds, modify the signal using s, and go to vii.
~l-

Otherwise go to vi.

Vl o Construct a vector ~ using ~ =
where: {l} and (l) denote a matrix and a vecto~ ~espec

tively, with all of their entries equal to oneo Modify the

index set H by dropping the index of the membership fun~tion

corresponding to the minimum element of Me Determine the

direction ~ using the new index sete Modify the solution,

divide 0 by two, and go to ~ii.

vii. Increment the iteration counter l. If it is less than

maximum number of iterations go to i, otherwise terminate.

This algorithm converges to the global o9timum solution

if all of the involved functions are pseudoconcave and the

?roblem is nondegenerate, i~ ~he sense that, :he G matrix

corresponding to index set H(i,O) is eithe~ full or almos~

full rank [37]. In the case of nonpseudoconcave functions,

the condicions required for the natural ter~ination of the

algorithm, Nhich are given in the second and the four~h

steps, are nothing but the Kuhn-Tucker conditions given in
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equation 5.5. Thus, the point of convergence will satisfy

the necessary conditions for a local optimum. The algorithm,

essentially being a hill climbing technique, will generate a

better estimate than the initial signal, even if it is ter-

minated at step vii.

The matrix which is inverted for determining the di~ec-

tion s, has a dimension equal to the cardinality of the

index set which is at most equal to the number of the fuzzy

sets. Any simple line search algorithm can be used for find-

ing I. A discussion of various line search techniques can be

found in

5 . 2 .2.

[ 39] •

Formulations Using Other Intersection Ooerators

A differentiable membership function for the intersec-

tion set can je obtained by using forms of the intersection

operator o~her than the minimum, equation 3.3 .. There are

various iterative algorithms for the solution of nonlinear

optimization problems with differentiable cost functions

f(~) [40], and their convergence to a local optimum is

guaranteed by the following conditions [40]

i. f(~} must be twice differentiable ~ith bounded deriva-

tives in the set
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(5.10)

where, ~a is the initial point.

.. (0) b' d d11. R ~ must e ~oun e .

iii. The solution ~ must be updated using ~V' !I + l = '.I '-'
•• I"l. xl"l. +- AS'"

where, Vft~~O, and A is to be found by one dimensional

optimization.

iv. After some given number of iterations the projection of

the direc~ion vector s on the gradient must be positive.

Most of the conventional methods satisfy these conditions.

In this section, two different intersection operato~s

which gene~ate differentiable membe~ship functions will be

studied.

5.2.2.1. Product For~ of the Intersection

In this formulation, the membe~ship function of the

intersection set is the product of the membe~ship functions

of the individual fuzzy sets. Since most of the membership

functions are exponentials, ~aking the logarithm of the

membership function of the intersection set simplifies this

formulation. An important difference between the minimum

and the product forms of the intersection operator is the

interdependent nature of the latter. The membership of an

element in the intersection set defined by the product
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operator changes when its membership in any of the component

sets change unless one of them is zero. For the minimum

operator, any change in the membership value in a intersect

ing set will not affect the result provided that it is above

the minimum membership value. Clearly, the membership value

calculated by the product operator is always less than or

equal to the one calculated by the minimum operator.

5.2.2.2. Formulation Usina P-Norms
~ _ ~ ~ d

The main idea behind this formulation is the approxi-

mate calculation of the maximum element of a vector using

its p-norrn with large p values. In [41], the following for-

mulation is proposed as a general form for the intersection

operator:

J.L ( f) = 1 - min
'1

p

(5.11)

~ converges to minimum intersection operator
,~ p

as p

approaches infinity. It is a triangular norm, and for p=l,

it is the bold intersection operator defined in section 3.2.

[41].

In using the p-norm form of the intersection operator

for finding the solution of the restoration problem, it is

possible to make simplifications. The most significant
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simplification is ~emoving the nmin" operator from equation

5.11. This operator is effective only for ve~y small values

of the membership functions. Since a high membership value

is ~equired for the solution, removing this operator ~ill

not change the membership value of the solution. After this

modification the problem can be stated as:

max 1 - [

which is equivalent to:

m
E

i=l

1

(1 - J.I,. (1) )P]P
1

m
min t (1 - ~.(f))P

i=l 1 ~
(5.13)

The value of p must be adjusted considering the desi~ed

level of interdependence and the computational feasibility.

5.2.2.3. Solution Technicues

The main difficulty in finding the optimal solution is

the high dimensionality of the problem. The large size of

:he Hessian matrix makes ~ewton's method impractical even if

~he ~embership functions are twice differentiableo For the

same reason, quasi Newton or variable metric methods

suitable.

a ,.. 0-- not

An ordinary steepest ascent technique involves the

smallest number of calculations and storage area per
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iteration; but, its speed of convergence is quite slow. In

order to have an algorithm with a faster convergence rate, a

version of conjugate feasible directions techniques may be

useful. Feasible direction techniques are iterative ootimi

zation algorithms. In each iteration of these algorithms, a

"feasible" direction 1S calculated using a combination of

the gradient of the cost function and the direction found in

the previous iteration. The result of the iteration is found

by a one dimensional optimization in this feasible direc

tion. In [39], [40], and [42] the feasible direction algo

rithm developed by Polak is recommended for nonconvex prob

lems with large dimensions. Without increasing the computa

tional complexity, this method gives a superlinear conver

gence rate in a neighborhood of the solution where the cost

function can be approximated by a quadratic. A detailed

description of the mechod can be found in [39].

5.3. Similarities

In this chapter various methods for the solution of the

fuzzy signal restoration problem were presented. The POCS

method was shown to be applicable to convex fuzzy sets for

mulation. An algorithm which is proven to be convergent for

pseudoconcave membership functions is presented for the case

when the minimum operator is used as intersection. Finally,
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ure was given in section 3.4. For ordinary sets, the energy

measures given in equations 3.9 and 3010 are nothing but the

volumes of the sets. Clearly, the volume of a set is not

directly ~elated to the distance be~~een its elements. ~his

can be seen by comparing the rectangular and square sets

shown in figure 6.1. However, a large volume implies large

distances. In [26], the energy of a fuzzy set of alterna

tives is used as a measure for the difficulty in deciding on

one of the alternatives. As indicated in (26], if a fuzzy

set is used for defining a set of alternatives, the ~easu~e

given in equation 3010 gives a bette~ description for the

existence of a dominant alternativeo This can be demon

strated by an example. Among the fuzzy sets A and 3, ~hose

membership functions are as depicted in figure 6.2, the

definition of the o~iginal signal is, clearly, better in set

3; but, when computed using equation 3.9, both sets have the

same energy measure. On the other hand, unde~ equation 3.10,

the energy of the fuzzy se~ a is smaller.
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I..

A B

:igure 6.1 The areas of the sets A and B are equal ~o 9

units. However, the maximum distance between the elements

of A is approximately 9.06, while the same distance for the

set B is approximately 4.24.

/

A

'lz ~i--
I

I

l . l I

........~2---yz----Yz'-'
B

Figure 6.2 The area under the membership functions A

and B are equal to 1 unit. The area under the squared

membership function A is the same however, the area under

the squared membership function B is 0.75.
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6.1.3. Height of the rntersec~ion Set

Following the arguments 9resented i~ the 9revious sec-

tion, it may be concluded that a small intersection set is

an indication of a well def:ned solu~ion and high quality

:-estoration. This conclusion :5 valid unde~ :he assumption

of a consistent for~ula~icn. The inte~section set may have a

very small size but, this may be because of a :O~ height,

indicating an inconsistency in the incorporated :nfo~mation.

If a solution with a high membership value in a small

s:zed :n~ersection set cannot be found, the formulation of

the problem must be checked for the source of an incon-

si~tencyo This may be done by removing some of :he sets

f~om the formulation and calcula~ing the height of the new

intersec~ion set. In the following sections, a consistent

formulation is assumed.

6.2. Comoutational Asoec~s

6.2.l. Infeasibili:v of an Analvtical Calculation

A gene~al analytical method for finding the size of the

intersection of an arbit~ary group of se~s is ~c~ available.

In fact, even for a very rest~ictive group of sets, the

analytical calculation is quite difficult.
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In [llJ, upper bounds for the sizes of the sets model

ling the residual signal's statistics were derived. As noted

in section 2.5.1, the smallest one of these bounds is an

upper bound for the intersection set. However, in many

applications, because of the null space of the degradation

operator, these bounds are not defined. Even when some of

the sets in the collection have known bounds, these are

extremely large and of little valueG

In a specific problem, it may be possible to find an

analytical expression for the size of the intersection seto

However, developing a general, analytical technique does not

seem possible.

6.2.2. Monte Carlo Methods

6.2.2.1. Using Random Signals

The most straightforward ~ay of finding the size of the

intersection set is generating random signals and using them

for the approxima~e calculation of the measures given In

quatl· o ns 6 1 ana~ 3 10 The ~... ax~rnum dis~ancQ_ be~_ween t~oe . _ .. ..lL.. "-

elements of an a-level set of the fuzzy intersection set can

be approximated by the largest distance between the random

signals falling in this set. ?robabilistic confidence levels

on such an approximation can be calculated [43].
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An estimate for the energy of an a-level set of the

intersection set can be given by:

e ( (1 )
CI

~, M
= - ~

NS.~

l=l
( 6 • 2 )

~here, NS is the total number of random signals used in the

experiment, M is the numbe~ of random signals which fall

into the a-level set, and V :s the volume over which ~he

signals are distributed uniformly.

There are two advantages of using ~andom signals. The

first one is the ~equired analysis and coding effort is

minimal, and the second one is the result can be obtained

before solving the problem. Obviously, in order to find a

limited region over ~hich the ~andom signals are to be gen-

erated, some information about the original signal is

required. In the worst case, this region can be defined

using a large enough energy bound on the original signal.

However, if this ~egion is too large, the high dimensional-

ity of the signal space necessitates performing enormous

number of experiments. In certain applications, the size of

the region over ~hich the Mon~e Carlo experiments are to be

performed can be restricted using some of the sets defining

the solution. :or example, if the original signal is known

to be positive, there is no reason for generating test sig-
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nals with negative components.

6.2.2.2. Random Perturbations Around a Solution

If a solution is required regardless of the size of the

intersection set, or the region over which the Mon~e

Carlo experiments are to be performed is too large for being

computationally feasible, then a solution must be compu~ed.

After finding the solution, the size of the intersection set

can be computed as a quality measure for the solution. Cer-

tainly, knowing a point with maximal membership in the

intersection set helps a great deal in designing the experi-

ment.

For finding the maximum distance between the elements,

it is possible to search for the furthest element of the

intersection set from the solution in randomly generated

direc:ions. If :he POCS technique is used to obtain the

solution, then it will be on the boundary of at least one of

the intersecting a-level sets. For this case, instead of

~andom directions the normals of the surfaces of the a-level

sets can be used as search directions. However, the compu-

tat ion of the normal directions is not easy, and this method

is not used in this dissertation.
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Using randomly generated signals as initial signals,

and finding the distances between the obtained restorations

is another technique for computing the size. This technique

is based on the results obtained in (21], ~hich indica~e the

profound effect of the initial es~imate on the solution Nhen

the size of the intersection set is large. The effect of the

initial estimate decreases as the size gets smaller. How-

ever, solving the problem several times involves a large

amount of computation.

To find the energy of the intersection set, an N dirnen-

sional sphere cente~ed on the obtained solution can be used

as an experimentation region. The size of the sphere can be

adjusted during the experiment using a successive relaxation

type algorithm. If most of the random signals in the sphere

are inside the intersection set its radius is increased, if

a very small number of the signals are inside the intersec-

tion, a smaller radius is used.

6.2.2.3. Using a Protot~me for the Orioinal Sianal

As explained in the previous section, knowing a solu

tion makes it easier to find the size of the intersection

set. However, as indicated in section 6.1.1, if the size of

the intersection set is available before solving the prob

lem, it will be possible to determine che sufficiency of the
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incorporated information for obtaining a reasonable solu

tion.

The effectiveness of various types of information for

restricting the set of solutions can be studied by computing

the size reduction obtained by the inclusion of a new set in

a collection of sets describing a signal. Removing ineffec

tive sets from the formulation will reduce the amount of the

computations required to obtain the solution. If experiments

can be done on a specific group of sets to be used in res

toring a particular group of signals, the most effective

collection can be selected before making a restoration.

In many cases, a reasonable prototype signal "similar rt

to the original signal can be generated. As an example, lets

consider a degraded image. Most of the time, the main

objects in the picture, such as buildings, ships, men faces,

text, etc., can be identified. After such an identification,

it is possible to find a similar picture. Degrading this new

picture with the same degradation, a new degraded picture

can be obtained. Since ~he original of the new deg~aded pic

ture is available, ex~eriments can De done as if a solution

is available. It is reasonable to assume that the size of

the intersection set of this simulation is close to that of

the original case.
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Another application of using prototype signals might be

in classifying the most effective sets for certain group of

signals.

6.3. Results And Discussions

6.3.1. Results

In order to demonstrate the effects of variations in

the parameters of a degradation system and the a level on

the size of the intersection set, Monte Carlo experiments

were performed on the linear degradation example described

in Chapter 2. The original signal is the one given in figure

201. This signal is convolved with a Gaussian shaped impulse

response, and zero mean, white noise is added to obtain a

degraded signal. The severity of the degradation is varied

by changing the sp~ead of the impulse ~esponse and the noise

v a r i ance . The sets used in the experiments are those

defined by the residual signal's statistics and the nonnega-

Upper bounds for the sizes of the a-level sets of the

fuzzy sets modelling the residual signal's statistics can be

calculated using equation 2.15. However, as discussed in

section 6.2.1, these bounds will be ext~emely large. For

this example, when the variance of ~he normalized Gaussian
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impulse response is four, the magnitudes of the DFT coeffi

cients fall below 0.0001 after the 17 t h frequency coeffi

cient. Thus, the main factor determining the size of the

intersection set is the interaction between the sets used in

the problem.

A Monte Carlo experiment was performed for estimating

~he energy measure of the a-level sets of the intersection

set under varying degradation and a levels. In this experi

ment, uniform random signals are generated inside an N

dimensional cube around the original signal and the energy

measure defined in equation 3.10 is estimated using equation

6.2. The results are presented in table 6.1 where, 1000

signals, which are uniformly distributed inside a hypercube

Nith noted side length are used for each experiment. The

size of the hypercube is adjusted according to the severity

of the degradation so that a reasonable number of points

fall inside the in~ersection set. It should be noted ~hat,

changing the size of the hypercube while keeping the number

of trials constant causes a change in the variance of the

es~imated energy. it is possible to estima~e this variance

and improve the experiment, however, in this dissertation, a

detailed experiment design will not be included. The

results obtained by the simple Monte Carlo experiment are

consistent with the theoretical expectations and encouraging
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for further studies on the subject.

It should be noted that, the size of the intersection

set is quite small even under severe degradationso For exam

ple, when the variance of the contaminating noise is one,

and the 7ariance of the degrading function is nine, out of

1000 random signals uniformly dis~ributed in an amplitude

range :12.5, only 174 satisfied the mean value constraint at

membership level .95, 42 signals are in the set defined ~y

outliers, and there are no signals in the other sets. This

demonstrates the necessity for using an experimentation

region around the solution or a protocype signalo

In order to estimate the maximum distance between the

elements of the a-level sets of the intersection set, random

signals are generaced so that their DFT coefficients are

nonzero at the frequencies for which the OFT coefficients of

the degrading function are almost ze~o. If the nonnegativity

constraint is not present, since ~he sets defined by the

residual signal's statistics are insensi~:ve to the signals

in t~ese f~equencies, 1: is possible :0 obta:n signals

inside any a-level set ~hich are extremely remote to the

original signal. However, ~hen the nonnegati~,ity const~ain~

is enforced, the size of the intersection set reduces signi

ficantly. As in the case of es~imating energy, a restricted

range is used for the frequency coefficients so that a
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reasonable proportion of the generated 500 signals signals

are contained in the intersection set. The results obtained

in the Monte Carlo experiment for finding the maximum dis

tance is presented in Table 6.2.
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Table 6.1 The Energy of the Intersection Set

+--------+----------+--------------------------.---------+
I Noise Impulse IConf.lside ofl# of Pts. I Energy
IVariance IResponse's I Levell t he I in the I

I Variance I 164-cubel intersectionl

I I
I 6.34e-211
ilO.52e-211
I I
I O.87e+.:.al
I 1.7ge+181
I I
I 1.82e+181
I 2.12e+181
I I

173
196

1.17
309

047
166

10.99
10.10
I
10.99
10.10
I
10.99
10.10
I

8.0
8.0

4.0
4.0

0.01
0.01

0.10
0.10

0.10
0.10

~--------+----------+-----~-------~------------+---------+
I
I

I 0.5
I a. 5
I
I 200
1 2.0
I
I 2.0
I 2.0
I

+--------+----------+-----+-------~------------._--------~

Table 6.2 Maximum Deviation from the Original Signal

+--------.----------~-----+~--~-----+~--~--------+--------+
I Noise I Impulse IConf. I ~ange I # of ?tso IMaximum I

I~Jariance f Response's I Levell of coef f , 1 in t he l Squared I
I I Va~iance , Imagnitudelinte~sectionlDistancel

~--------+----------+-----~----------------------.--------+
I

0.01 4.0 00991 600 36 1.OS
0.01 4.0 00101 800 21 1.87

I
0.10 4.0 0.991 23.0 18 11.1.7
0.10 4.0 0.101 25.0 120 14.10

I
0.10 8.0 0.991 25.0 15 11.44
0.10 8.0 0.101 2500 100 15.07

i
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~.l.£. Discussions

The size of the intersection set is a valuable informa

~ion on the quality of the restoration result. I~ is possi

ble to obtain estimates for the size measure using Monte

Carlo experiments. Special structures of the sets must be

used in designing the experimen~s for reducing the computa

tional burden. The estimate for the maximum distance between

~he elements of the intersection set seems to be more mean

ingful than the energy measure. However, the latter can be

used for a relative comparison of different formulations.

The computation of the size measures using Monte Carlo

experiments is long and costly. However, for the cases in

which the collection of the fuzzy sets defining the solution

is fixed, this drawback may be easier to overcome by per

forming experiments ~ith prototype data and storing the

results. For the general case, a value for the size of the

i~tersec~ion set may be obtained at a low confidence level

by using a ~oderate s:ze Monte Carlo experiment.
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CHAPTER 7

RESULTS

i.I. Extension of the ?CCS Met~od Using Convex Fuzzv Sets

The poes method can be used fo~ finding an element in

the intersection of a-level sets of a collection of convex

fuzzy sets defining the original signalo :n this section,

the results obtained by this technique ~ill be discussed.

7 5 1 . 1 . Convex ~ooroximations

The fuzzy sets defined using :he ~esidual signal's

s~atistics, with the exception of the one using the mean

value, are not convex. ~his is owing to the fact that, the

variance, the maximum power spectrum and the maximum devia-

tion from the mean value have lowe~ and upper bounds. HO'N-

ever, as in [11], it is reasonable to assume that, initially

these statistics of the residual signal are mo~e likely to

be larger than ~he uppe~ bounds and stay in the same region

during the iterations. Unde~ this assumption, :~e :ower

bounds can be neglected. This is equivalent to using ~he

convex hull of the nonconvex a-level sets.

The convex approximations for the a-level sets of ~ne

fuzzy sets defined using residual signal's statistics have
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the same form as the sets C C and, C defined in section, ,
v p 0

2.2.2 however, the 0 parameters are a dependent. The rela-

tions be t veen CJ and 0 pa:-ameters a::e as follows:

1 m = r1 an ~iN'- -
2 r,2

~:,,/2~-1
o'f' N ( 1

......, ..
= an ..

2(~-1)
~

N-~. ..
t5 = a 2

~ ( b(c) lna
p n -2-

0
0 = an Jb2(c) - 2 lna

where,

cl = ~2(c) - 2 ina

and a(c) and b(c) are the confidence level dependent parame

ters as def ined in Appendix :001.

i.l.2. ~estorations at Varvina ~embe~shio Values

!n orde~ to observe the effect of the a level on t~e

quality of the restoration and the computation time, the

degraded signal sho~n in figure 2.2 is restored using three

differen~ levels of membership in the fuzzy sets defined by

the ~esidual signal's statistics and nonnegativityo The non-

negativity requirement is also made fuzzy using the follow-

ing membership functions:
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f· < 0
-~

is adjusted for an acceptable negative value ~hen

1

-..where, ex
nn

the membershi~ value of f.
1:"" -l

is close to one.

The rescoration shown in figure 7.1.a is obtained using

0.1 level sets in 64 iterationso rn figure 7.1ob, the ~es-

toration at OQS level is displayedo This ~esult is computed

in 135 iterationso The result demonstrated in figure 7e:oc

is obtained in 151 iterations and its membership in eac~ set

is larger than 0.99. As expected, the quality of the res-

toration gets higher and the amount of ~he computations for

obtaining it increases as a gets large~.
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7.1.3. Sensitivitv

Because of the logarithmic relation between a and 0

values, ~he ~elative sensitivity of the results to changing

~ values decreases as a gets large~. ?or ~he example demon-

strated in figure 7.1, to obtain the result at 0.89 level,

149 iterations are required. That is, only tNO iterations

are gained by a 001 reduction in a. However, finding a solu-

tion, when a is 0.2, takes 99 iterations. Thus, the differ-

ence =etween the number of iterations for obtaining solu-

tions at a levels 0.1 and OQ2 is 35.

There are many other factors effecting the sensitivity

of the results to membership levelG N~~er of samples p noise

variance, and severity of the degradation are some of these

factors. As can be seen from equation 7 01, the derivatives

of the 6 bounds of the sets with ~espec~ to a are functions

of these factors. The effect of the noise variance on the

sensitivity of the n~~be~ of iterations to a can be demon-

s~~ated by an example. ?igure 7.2 displays the ~estorations

of the same degraded signal with different noise levels.

The restoration shown in figure 7.2.a is obtained in 29

iterations when the noise variance is 0.002 and a is 0.5. At

the same noise level, the solution when a is 0.99 is

obtained in 34 iterations and displayed in Eigure 7.2o~.
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When the noise variance is 0.0001, it takes 559 iterations

to find the solution with membership value 0.5 which is

demonstrated in figure 7.2.c. Figure 7.2.d displays the

result Hhen a is 0.99 and the noise variance is 0.001. This

result is computed :n 638 iterations.

It should be no~ed that, if the sensitivi~ies of the

sets used in a restoration problem varies significantly, the

order of projections ~ill affect the membership value of a

result obtained after a certain number of iterations. Pro

jecting onto more sensitive sets last may reduce the number

of iterations required for obtaining a solution with a cer

tain membership value.
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As discussed in sec~ion 5.1.2, a successive relaxation

algorithm can be used in restoration using convex fuzzy

sets. In cases for which tje noise sequence has improbable

sample statistics, or a degradation model with an erroneous

parameter, the intersection set may be very small for high a

values. This causes a large number of iterationso Reducing

a for enlarging the sizes of the sets can be a solution for

this problem. The membership level may also be reduced if a

solution is required in a small number of iterations.

In figure 7.3, a result obtained by successive relaxa-

tion is displayed. For this example, the degraded signal is

the same with the one used in obtaining the restorations

displayed in figure 7.2.a and b. However, a spike with mag

nitude 0.1 is added to the 15 t h sample of the degraded sig-

nal. The restoration given in figure 7.3.a is obtained in

285 iterations when a is 0.99. In order to obtain the res-

toration in figure 7.3.b, a starting a value of 0.99 is

used. After a 30 iterations with this value, the achieved

membership level is 0.009. Then, a is reduced to 0.5 at

which another 30 iterations are run. The achieved membership

level in 60 iterations is 0.03. At this point, a is reduced

to 0.1 and the result is obtained in 2 additional itera-
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tions. The restoration displayed in figure 7 0 3 . a is better

then the one in figure 7.3.b, however, the latter may also

be a sufficient restoration for many purposes. Thus, for

this example, a 78% reduction in the computation time is

achieved by using the relaxation technique and lowering the

required quality. If instead of relaxing the a level, it is

kept constant at 0.99 and the iterations are terminated at

the 62 t h iteration, the result ~ill not be much di:ferent

than the ones shown in figure 7.3. However, there is no ~ay

of finding the sufficient numbe~ of iterations befo~e the

experiment.

Another way of approaching the outliers problem may be

using a successive contraction. For this approach, a solu

tion with a low membership value is computed fi~st. Depend

ing on the number of ite~ations fo~ obtaining che solution

with the low membershi~ value, a decision can be made on

running more iterations or terminating the process. For

example, for the case described in the successive relaxation

application, findi~g a solu~ion at 0.1 level ~akes ~o ite~a

tions, ~hile for the same signal ~ithout the added spike, 24

iterations are enough for obtaining a solution at the same

~evel. Increasing the level to 0.2 takes another 120 itera

tions for the case with outlier ~hile the second one reaches

0.99 level in 8 additional iterations. This demonst~ates the
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effect of ou~liers on the number of iterations. As in the

successive relaxation case, deciding on the termination

level involves subjective criteria .

N
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Figure 7.3.a Restoration

obr.ained in 285

F:gure 7 0 3 . b Restoration

obtained in 62 iterations

iterations. ~ith succ. relaxaciono
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7.1 eS. Discussions

The a-level used in the restoration process affects the

quality of the obtained result. The ~ate of change of qual-

ity with respec~ to a-level depends on the severity of the

degradation. !t has been observed that, acceptable solu-

tions can be obtained in iowa values for several degrada-

ticn levels.

The effect of the a-level on the number of iterations

is more pronounced. The sensitivity of the number of ite~a-

tions to a-level also depends on the seve~ity of the degra-

dationo However, the relative change in the numbe~ of ite~a-

tions corresponding to a fixed change in a value is almost

constant for varying distortion levelsG This can be seen in

the example discussed in section 7 01 03 , where a 0049 change

in a causes approximately 13% change in the n~ber of itera-

tions at two different noise levels. As discussed in section

7.103, another factor affecting the sensitivity of the

number of iterations to changes in a is the magnitude of ~.

Preliminary experiments Nith successive relaxation or

contraction type of algorithms gave promising results for

reducing the large number of iterations caused by outliers.

A detailed study of these algorithms will be left for

further ~esearch.
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7.2. Results Obtained £y Using Optimization Techniques

7.2.1. Motivations

As discussed in t~e previous section, if all fuzzy sets

used :or defining the solution are convex, the poes tech-

~ique can be used for solving the restoration problem.

Essentially, the POCS technique may be considered as a spe-

cial optimization algorithm, and as stated in Chapter 5,

other nonlinear optimization techniques can also be used for

finding a solution. There are two main motivations for

investigating different optimization techniques. The first

one is to find a more efficient algorithm than the poes

method for collections of convex fuzzy sets, and the second

one is to be able to use nonconvex fuzzy sets which cannot

be approximated by convex sets.

7.2.2. Algorithms for Convex Fuzzy Sets

If all fuzzy sets de:ining the solution are convex, and

the intersec~ion is given by ~he p-norm or the product rule,

any nonlinear optimization algorithm can be used for finding

the solution. If the intersection is defined by the minimum

rule, the algorithm presented in section 5.2.1 may be used.
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In order to investigate the performance of various

algorithms, experiments ~ere performed using the three forms

of the intersection operator. A conjugate gradient type

algorithm was utilized Nich the p-norm and the produc~

intersections and the special algorit~~ given in sec~ion

5.2.1 was used with the minimum intersection. The experi

ments were performed on the restoration example given in

section 7.1.

The results obtained by using different intersec~ion

operators and algorithms ~ere similar to figures displayed

in section 7.1, and need not be shown here. The number of

iterations required for obtaining a solution with a given

membership value is observed to be the smallest for the

algorithm given in section Se2.1. However, this does no~

result in a significant reduction in the computa~ion time

required by the POCS method because of extra computations

performed in each iteration, such as calculation of ~he gra

dients, determination of the optimal direction, and line

search.

It should be no~ed that, one of the techniques

described above, O~ a completely different technique might

be superior to others for a special collection 0: sets.

Thus, the most suitable algoLlthm ~ill depend on t~e partic

ular collection of sets.
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2·~·l· Results Obtained 2Y Using Nonconvex Sets

In the formulation of the signal restoration problem

using fuzzy sets, a priori knowledge which cannot be

modelled as a convex set in the signal space may also be

utilized. In the following subsections the improvemen~ in

the restoration quality obtained by the incorporation of

this kind of information will be demonstrated through exam-

pIes.

In the following restoration examples, the product form

of the intersection operator is usedo The p-norm intersec-

tion rule may also be used, however, it requires a good ini-

tial estimate to have nonzero gradients at the initial

iterations. For computing the solution, a straightforward

hill climbing algorithm with line search is u~ilized. The

membership values of the restorations in the intersection

set are larger than 0.99.

7.2.3.1. Energy Constraint

The fuzzy sets imposing upper and lower bounds on the

energy of the restored signal Here discused in section

4.3.3.1. In this example, the effect of the fuzzy set plac

ing a soft lower bound on the energy will be demonstrated.
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The degraded signal shown in figure 7~4.a is obtained

from the same degradation system and the original signal

used in section 2.6. However, the noise variance is

increased to 0.01. In figure 7.4.b and 7.4.c, :he restora

tions obtai~ed by the constrained least squares [4] and the

poes methods are displayed respectively. Zn the poes algo

~ithm the fuzzy sets defined by the ~esidual signal's

statistics and positivity are usede Figure 7.4od displays

the restoration obtained when the collection of the fuzzy

sets defining the solution includes an additional fuzzy set

enforcing a soft lowe~ bound on the energy of the signal.

Considering the perfo~mance of the other techniques at this

noise level, the superiority of the result is obvious. The

three large impulses of the original signal are completely

~ecovered, the remaining two impulses are no~ very clear,

however, they are at the correct places.

In determining ~he membership function of the lower

bound set, the energy of the degraded signal is used to

locate t~e lO'N'est. v a I ue of r.~e membership :unction. ~~e

energy of the degraded • 1 is less than that of the ori-slgna..

ginal signal because of the attenuating nature of the

degrading system's impulse ~esponse. Determination of the

non-rejectable energy level requires a priori ~nowledge

about the energy of the original s i qria L, In many
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applications this kind of information is available. For

example, in image restoration a prototype can be used for

determining an acceptable energy level. In x-~ay spectros

copy, an estimate for the composition of the test material

can be made to derive an approximate bound on the expected

energy of the resulting signal. It should be noted that the

result is not very sensitive to the errors in the acceptable

energy levels. In the demonstrated example, any signal with

an energy higher than 180 units is assigned a membership

value larger than 0.99, while the energy of the original

signal is 235.65 units. The quality of the result does not

change for a =10% change around this energy level.

In figure 7.5 the degraded and restored signals

corresponding to 0.5 noise variance are displayed. The reso

lution of the impulses are still excellent, however the

locations of some of the impulses are different than the

original signal by one sample. This indicates that, for

higher noise levels than this one, the result may not be

correct and more information about the original signal may

be necessary-
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7.2.302. Known Ranees~.-t __

In many applications, sue:' as r es eo r i nq ~ext p i c t ures

or industrial tomography, ~he original signal :s known :0

~ave fini~e levels. rn such cases, the classical approach is

:hresholding a ~estora~ion of the signal ob~ained by a con-

'lenient r es t o r a c i cn algori~hmo ~hat is, t ae closest avail-

able level is assigned to each sample of the ~estored sig-

na:o Usually, successful ~esults can be ob~ained ~y :his

tec~nique.

Obviously, in orde~ to apply th~esholding, the possible

levels of the o~iginal signal must ~e known a priori. How-

eve~, in many applications these levels are nc~ known
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exactly, but their ranges are available. An example for this

was discussed in section 4.3.3.4. In such cases, threshold-

ing cannot be applied, however, a fuzzy set modelling this

property of the original signal can easily be constructed

and included in the collection of sets describing the origi

nal signal.

In figure 7.6.a and 7.6.b a fini~e level signal and its

degraded form are displayed respectively. The degrading

impulse respone is of Gaussian shape with variance 8. Zero

mean, ~hite noise with variance 0.01 is added on the

degraded signal. To obtain the restoration shown in figure

7.6.c, :he fuzzy sets defined by the residual signal's

sta~istics, positivity, and a fuzzy set modelling known

ranges for signal values are utilized. The membership func-

tion of the last set is as given in equation 4.20, however,

instead of ~he exact levels of the signal, 20% deviated

values are used in constructing the membership function.

The obtained restoration is reasonable at the stated degra-

dation Lev e.l .

7.2.4. Discussions

The signal restoration problem becomes a nonlinear

optimization problem under the fuzzy sets formulation. Vari

ous algorithms for solving this problem are studied and
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testedo For the examples used, no outstanding difference

between the performances of these algorithms ~as observed.

However, for a specific problem one algorithm might be supe

rio~ to the others, and if a certain collection of sets are

to be used many times, the most suitable algorithm ~ust be

determined.

The use of nonconvex fuzzy sets makes ~- possible ~o

utilize a priori information which cannot be used other*iseo

The use of energy resulted in an exceptionally good res~ora

tion. Utilization of known ranges produced a ~esult compar

able to thresholding.
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CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

8.1. Conclusions

In ~his dissertation a new signal restora~ion method is

developed. This method is based on modelling all available

information about ~he original signal and the degradation

system using :uzzy sets in the signal space. The non

rejectable solu~ions of the restoration problem are members

of the intersec~ion of these sets with high membership

values. Projections onto convex sets and nonlinear optimi

zation techniques can be used for finding one of these ele

ments. The size of the intersection set is related to the

quality of the obtained solution and can be used as a meas

ure for restora~ion quality.

The new method is capable of generating high quality

restorations in cases for ~hich the conventional techniques

have failed. This is mainly because of [he considerable

flexibility of ~he me:hcd in incorporating a large collec

tion of information to define the solution. Using fuzzy

sets makes it possible to use partially defined information

as well as exact information.
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The developed method is a general and extendable tech

nique. It can easily be adjusted according to the require

ments of varying signal resto~ation problems. The quality

of an obtained restoLation can be :mproved by the addition

of new sets to the ex:st:ng collectiono

8.2. Suagestions for Further Studv

A natural ex~ension for the new :estoration technique

is to define new fuzzy sets to model various properties of

signals and degradation systems. The effectiveness of vari

ous fuzzy sets on ~estricting the size of the intersec~ion

set in different applications will also be a continuing

research area.

The numerical algorithms for fast compu~ation of the

solution and special architectures for these algorithms may

be investigated. :o~ problems using a cer~ain collection of

fuzzy sets, it may be possi~le to ~btain specialized solu

tion techniques. An in depth study of the successive relaxa~

tion and cont~action algo~itr~s may ?rove useful in i~prov

ing the computational efficiency of the p~ojections on~o ~

level sets algorithm.

The size of the intersection set qualifies as an objec

tive quality measure. Design of efficient and reliable Monte

Carlo expe~irnents ~o estimate the size measure may be
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studied. Development of efficient techniques for the compu

tation of the size of the intersection se~ will make this

measure a convenient one for general applications.

:n addition to the basic signal restoration applica

tions, the new method ~an be used in tomography and in image

coding. In industrial tomography, many times, there exist

partial information about the construction of the scanned

object. This information can be ~odelled using fuzzy sets

and can be incorporated in the reconstruction algorithm. In

transmitting or storing images, instead of the actual image,

a collection of parameters describing the sets which in turn

define the actual image may be transmitted or stored. In

restoration applications, it has been observed that, a few

sets may be adequate to approximate a signal well. If these

se:s can be defined by a small number of parameters, using

these parameters instead of the image may reduce the

required amount of stored or ~ransrnitted information consid-

erably.
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CHAPTER 10

APPENDICES

~O.l. ~inding ~he Oo~imal Membe~shio ?unc:ions

~O.l.l. Oo~imal ~embershi~ ?u~c:ion

Let X be the ~n~verse, and le: ?[.J map X into :~e

r e a l s . Assume that, f o r a c e r t a i n collection of cb j ec t s i n

X, the values of ? has a known probability density :~nc~ion

p(x). According :0 the conditions s~ated in sect:on ~.2.2.l,

:~e optimal membersh:p function for a fuzzy set ·iescribi~g

this ':ertain class of objects can be fcund by sol'ling the

following problem:

min f(/.L) = 1 J u:2 ( x )dx
2

}J.
-....,

such that;
(10.1.)

G(~) = c - E[,u.} = c - f )L ( x ) p ( x ) dx ~ o,

and
).L ~ n= f I.L ( x ) I 0~ ,LL ( x )~ 1 }

where; c < 1. The 1/2 factor in the cos~ function is for

notational simplicity.

The solution of the problem given in equation 10.1, is

based on the following theorem:
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a

normed space, n a :onvex subset of X, and? a closed 90 5 : -

:ive cone ~ich nonempty :nterior in Z. :'et. be a real-

~alued ccnvex ~unc=iona~ on o. :e~ G be a =onvex and :egu-

:ar mapping f~cm n in~o Z (i.e. the~e exist an x, - n for

which < tJ ).
h "It1' .•en, x is the optima: solut:on ~f t~e

problem:

minimize :(:<)

subjec~ to G(x)~~,

( ~O .2)

:: and only if the Lagrangian defined by:

..
f(x) + <G(x) ,z~> (10.3)

~here z# is an element of ~he dual space of Z,
'* ; *,

saddle poin~ at (x ,Z J: i.e.

possesses a

* ~
L(:< ,:: )

. * ;*
::; L(x ,Z ) ~

~
~:or all x ~ a, and z _ v.

For the problem given in equation 10.:, let X be the

space of piecew:se con~:nuous :~nc~ions, Z :he :eal ~umbe~s,

P nonnegative real numbers. Let f, G, and n be as given

equation 10.1. Clearly, n is a convex set, and G is a con-

vex function. The regularity of G can easily be seen by

using ~ = 1 as the A, of the theorem. The convexity of ~he

:unctional f can be shown as follows: define F by
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2
).L2 ( x J ) dx ~ J

-»

for all). in [0,1], and ,u.(.) In o . F can be reordered after

adding and sUbt~ac~i~g

as:

-a -:81 -.
2 ( .

,u, x r..

~hich is equivalent to:

~he dual space of the reals:s the ~eals. ~hus, all

conditions for :~e appli~at:on 0: :he theorem hold and the

Lagrangian of ~he ~roblem is:

L(,u.,A)
:0 2

= i r ~ (x}dx + A C - f
-3D

)J.(x)p(x}cx (:0.5)

where, A~O is the ~agrange multiplier.

The Lag~angian is convex with ~espect to~. Thus, the

*necessary and sufficient condition for a func~ion ~ to

minimize L is [31] :
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..
L' -It ()J. - Jl- ) C: a

Jl.

for all ~ £ a, ~here: the quantity on the left of the ine-

quality sign in equation :0.6 is the Gateaux derivat:ve of
* ~

L(.,A), calculated at ~ , in the direction of (~ - ~). The

condition stated in equation 10.6 requires:

.. *f (J..' (x ) - ~ p ( x ) ) (,u. ( x ) - J.L (x ) dx ~ O.

for all ~ E o. The optimal solu~ion satisfying equa~ion :0.7

is:

*~ (x ) =

if

1 o t he rv i se

subs~itu~ing this optimal value in~o equation 10.5, the fol-

lowing form for the Lagrangian is obtained:

* 1 ~ 222
L (}t& , A) = L I ! ( A P ( x ) ) ( xp ( x ) - 1 ) - A 9 (x ) dx ~ A C ( 10 • 9 )

- ..
T.tIhere,

I (x ) =

o

1 otherwise

x ~ 1

(10.10)

It remains to find the maximizing ~ value a~ the saddle

point.
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-.

zero maximizes the Lagrangian given 1n equation :0.3.

?:-oo f :

I. Existence and uniqueness

3y simple substitu~ion, C(O) = -c < 0 can be ob~ained.

Next, it will be sho~n that C(A) is a monotonically inc~eas-

ing function of A.

C(A2) - C(Al) =

f p ( x ) ( 1-A. 1P ( x ) ) dx + f (A.2 - A.,) P2 ( x )dx > 0
R

l
R

2

where,

,
R, = {x I .J.. > P ( x ) ~

"1

and

R2 = I x l 9(;<) <
1-".,I

The continuity of C(~) for positive " values can be

shown as follows:



The absolute difference the c
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values

corresponding to two different A values is:

O(Al''\2) = IC(Al) - C("2)' =

/ p(x)(l - ASp(x))dx - £/ p2(x)dx
R1 ~2

where, A = min{A
1

, A
2

1, A = rnax ( A1 ' A2 } , t = A - A ,
S m m s

R~ = [xl 1 > p(X) ~
1

.l AS Am

and

R2 = {X I p ( X) <
1

A
m

An upper bound fo~ D can be obtained as follows:

AS
(1 - ;-) J p(x)dx +

m R1

2 I! I
~

Am

given by:

! =
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Finally, since

lim C(A) = l-c > 0

there exist a large eriouq h v a l ue of A for wh i c h C\.\) _ o.

Thus, C{\) ~ust have a unique

*
I:. Op~imali~y of the A :

*root \ .

*
Le~ -\ =.\ ~" be a :"'agrange mul t i p l i e r whe r e . "is an

arbi~rary number and ~ * is the solution of equacion 10.11.

~he diffe~ence between ~he Lagrangians :orresponding ~o ~

"I(

and.A. is:

"It * *L(,u ,A) - L(,u ,A ) =

1 ~ * * 2 2 22" J I (A p t x ) (2A ryp (x ) + 11 P (x ) - 2ryp(x))
(10.12)

* 2 2 2 *
- 2A rrp (x ) + '1 P (x ) [I(Ap(X)) - I(A p t x r l l

) ) 2 ..
(Ap(X -1 ax + rye

Using equatlon lQ.ll, equation 10.12 can be simplified as:

"2 J
-~

(10.13)

* 2 2
- (1 - I (A P ( x ) )] 11 P (x ) d x

which is equivalent to:
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222
- 1) dx - f ry P (x)dx

~- ~ 3

(10.14)

-..;here,

'4r

R, = (xl ~~(x»l, \ ~(x)<l}
.l.

~

R3 = ~~iA9(X)<l,~ ?\x)<l~

T~e expr~ssion given in equa:ion :Jol~ is al~ays ~ega::ve,

because :he :ast t~o terms are ~ega:ive in:egrals of squa~ed

:unc~ions and the firs~ ter~ :s equal to:

1ft

I (A p(x)-l)(Ap(x)-l+~p(x))dx

R,
-'-

Nhich has a negative integrand.

*~hus A maximizes ~he Lagrangia~ (QED).

:0.1.2. Classical Confidence In~e~vals as Ootimal Sets

i: ~he cast :unc~ional f(~) of equation 10.: is

:-eplaced by:

f ,u.(x)dx
-'D

(10.15)
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which is another measure for the size of a fuzzy set, then

the optimal membership function will be:

*
J.L (x )

o

1

if ..xp i x l c I

(10.16)

~here A is to be solved from:

J p(x)dx = c
xp Lx i >I

~he set described by equa~ion 10.:6 is no~ fuzzy, and

:he 9r~babi:i~y of ~aving one of ~he :bjects from ~he col-

lection :0 je modelled in ~his set lS equal to t~e confi-

dence Leve L.

10.1.3.

10.1.3.1.

Ootirnal Membershio Func~ions For Soecific PDPs
b

Gaussian Distribution

If the probability densi~y function p(x) is

1
= ~'t;. e

(10.17)

then, the optimal membership function is determined by a

single scalar "a" wh i ch is a function of the confidence

level c defined in section 4.2.2.1. A sample membership

function for standard normal distribution is illustrated in
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figure 1001. ~he plot given in figure 10.2 shows the values

of the parameter a versus the confidence level c. The value

of the optimal Lag~ange multiplier can be ~alculaced using:

1t

A ( c ) =
~:O.:3)

I
,

'"
, t'/ 'l

Jf I \/1
/ 1 I , ,

,/ I I "I p (x) "/'
( "-" 1 I

!

~a 0 a x

::gu~e :0.1 7he membershi~ function cor~esponding ~o the

s:ancard ~ormal d~nsity.



1 _ -.., ....-- -'

0

N I

/
/- lJi /:J- ~

:'0

/
I'

0

0.990.920.84

Lf')

-fi-----~----.....----_..o
0.77

c

Figure :O.2~~e pa~ame:er
rt _ rf

':l the me~bersh:';:

co~~espond~ng :0 :~e sta~dard ~c~=a: density ~e~s~s c=nf~-

dence level.
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3.2. PDFs fo~ Power Soect~um and Maximum De',iation

The probability density functions for the power spec~rum of

the residual and maximum ~esidual value were given in equa

tion 4.13 and equation ~.lS respectively. As stated in

C~apter ~, these are unimodal densities and the ffiembershi~

functions derived from them can be specified by :wo parame

ters, namely the star~ing value n a " , and the final value "~rt

of the region in which the membership func~ion equals to 1.

The values of these parameters for various confidence lev

els, and number of samples are given in table 10.1.
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Table 10.1 Optimal parameters for the membership func:ions
of the sets described bv the cower snectrum and
the maximum value of the residual signal.

I ?ower Spect~um Set Max. Residual Set
I

-i-N--I--c-I ~l-arn--:b-a-=-~a~I--a-""""1-~b--I lambda i a I b

I-----I----!------I-------I-------I-------I-------I-------
I I I I I I I I
I 64 0.901 13 I ~o7S I ~O.25 I 2.4 1 2.03 I 3.05
I 640.951 25 I 4.23 I 11.75 I 5.0 I 1.90 I 3.31
I 64 0.981 48 I 3.87 I 13.14 I 14.0 I 1.78 I 3.62
I I I I I I I
I 128 0.901 13 \ 6.l4 I 11.67 I 2.3 I 2.30 I 4.26
I 128 0.951 25 I 5.61 I 13.17 I 4.9 I 2.18 I 3.51
I 128 0.981 47 I 5.24 I 14.51 I 14.0 I 2.06 I 3.81
I I I I I I \
I 256 0.901 13 I 7.53 I 13.06 1 2.2 I 2.54 I 3.45
I 256 0.951 25 I 7.00 I 14.57 I 4.8 I 2.43 I 3.58
I 256 0.981 46 I 6.63 I 15.87 1 14.0 I 2.32 I 3.99
I I 1 I I I

I 4096 0.901 l3 1 13.08 18.62 t 1.8 I 3.38 I 4.13
1 4096 0.95\ 25 I 12.54 20.13 I 4.2 1 3.30 I 4.35
I 4096 0.981 45 I 12.17 21.38 I 13.5 I 3.21 I 4.62
I I 1 I I ,

116384 0.901 13 I 15.85 21.39 I 1.6 I 3.75 I 4.43
116384 0.951 25 I 15.31 22.90 I 3.5 I 3.67 I 4.62
116384 0.981 44 I 14.96 24.11 I 8.5 I 3.61 I 4.81
I I I I I I
165576 0.901 13 I 18.63 24.17 I 1.2 I 4.11 I 4.66
165576 0.951 2S I 18.08 25.67 I 2.3 1 4.04 1 4.82
165576 0.981 40 I 17.79 26.68 I 7.0 I 3.96 I 5.00
I I I I I
+----_.---_.------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+
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rmculsive Signals

Definina an r~culsive Sianal____...d __d~_

~ ~ost of :he :ommon signa~ ~eStOratlCn :echniques,

~he o~ig:~al s:gnal is assumed :0 je smoc~h :l],[~J. 7his

assum?~ion he19s in filte~ing the ~ontaminating noise. 2ow-

ever, ~f ~he or~ginal signal is ~~pulsive, ~orcing the solu-

t:on to be silloo~h =auses ~nsuccessful ~es~orationso An exam-

ple fo~ this can be seen in f:gure 2o~, Nhere the ~estora-

cion of an impulsive signal Ni~h :he =onstrained :east

squares method is shown. S:~ce in many applications, such as

x-:ay spectroscopy, the original signal is actually impul~

-
si'le, a method suitable for this ~:nd of signals is

:-ecuired.

!~ ~he fuzzy sets formulation, if ~he original signal

is known to be ~oc smoo:h, the set desc~:bing smooth signals

:s not used. However, if :he origi~al signa: is ~nown to be

impulsive, this a priori knowledge can be used for :mproving

:~e quality of the ~es~ora~ion.

The main properties of impulsive signals a~e large zero

regions or regions of constant value, and a few, isolated

nonzero samples. As stated in ell], nonnega~ivity constraint

is 'lery effective in the restoration of impulsive signals
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owing to the existence of large zero regions. In order to

use the other property to define a fuzzy set, it is assumed

that ~ out of N samples of :he signal are nonzero, and t~e

values 0: t~ese ~o~=ero samples are independent random vari-

ables N::h an iden~ica: odf

cal~ed :he impulse density.

f ( x ) ,
p

The :ear-io be

~O.2.2. Statistical Prooer~ies

The probabili~y jist~:bution func~ion :or che magnitude

8: a s amp i e c an be d e r i v ec as:

is nonzero}P{x 1S nonzero}F(X} = ?{x ~ X} = ?tx ~ x !x

+ p{x ~ xix is ze~o}Ptx is

= ex F (X) + (I-a) u(X)
p

zerot (10.19)

~here, ~ (X) 15 :he 9robability distribution function of the
p

values of the no~zero samples, and u(X) is the unit s~ep

f~nc~ion. The :orresponding pdf is:

f(X) = a f (X) + (1-0) J(X)
P

(2.0.20)

Tilher e , t5 ( X) is Dirac's delta function. Obviously, all

moments of ~he signal are equal to the correspond:ng moments

of the nonzero values times the impulse density a. The

autocorrelation of the signal is:
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k=O

(10.21)

~he~e, 2[~2} is ~~e second moment of :~e ~onze~Q 'lal~es.

::nally, t;,e powe r spec t r um is ~i~,en by:

P (k) =

~=o

:0.2.3. ~cdellina ~~ou:siveness

The statistical properties of the impulsive signal

~odel can be used co define fuzzy sets in many ways. One of

these is using the specific correlation structure. The

autocorrelation in zero~h lag, ~hich is the energy of the

signal, is larger ~han all other correlations ~y a facto~

-1
':l -,

~ ..vn i cn should be quite large. This fact can be used in

~he restoration algo~ithm by forcing the ene~gy of the sig-

~al ~o be larger than a lower bound, ~hile keeping ~he

correlations a~ o~her lags small. In [19], maximiza~:on ~f

the energy under bounded variance of the residual signal is

found effective in impulsive signal rescoration. This sug-

gests that, .~

1 .. other constraints defining the signal are

~estrictive enough, ~he ~aximization of energy may oe
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sufficient. However, other sets defined by the properties

such as the equality of the correlations for nonzero lags

and the specific shape of the power spectrum may also be

included in signal definition for further restricting the

intersection set.
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10.3. Gradients

In this appendix the derivatives of some of ~he :esi-

dua: signal's functions ~ith ~espec~ to ~he es~:rnated signal

are g i ~/en. :or :he linear sig~al ceg~adat:on
• 1:!lace. , equa-

tion 2.1, the :esid~al signa: :5 defined as:

1\

r = 2 - :1:

:: :he matrix H ~epresents c:~cular convo:ution,

(10.23)

:hen i t s

r:rst :ow is enough in specifying the whole ~a~r:x. !he sig-

~a: ~hcse samples are :he e~emencs of the firs~ row of ~

~i:l be called :he 90int spread funct:on (psf), and ~ill be

~enoted by ~(n). A signal, such as !' has three ~epresenta-

c:ons, namely, ve~to~ ferm as in equa~ion 10023, ~hich is

deno~ed ~y a sillall letter, sequence form as h(n) and

disc~e~e ?ourier transformed (DFT) form, which Nill be

deno~ed by using a capi~al :etter Ni:h explic:t frequency

dependence, as i~ R(k).

:n ~he following equa~ions, the notat:on

:or denor-ing the 1, th 1'- de ement ot a 7ec:or; an

r ~

', j ,
1.

is us ed

.,i and i,. of a ~atrix are used for denot~ng i~h column

vector and i t h ~ow vector of the macr:x ~espec~ively. For

example, for the circular convolution case:



h ( i ) = [nl,.] i

= IDFT [H(k)}

1 k=N
= N L H(k) eXp{~rr(k-l)(i-l)}

k=l
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whe r e , the notation IDF'T() i nd i c a t es the inverse OFT, and

~he resul: is ei:her the vector or the sequence form of a

signal, whichever is suitable to ~he equa~ion.

:J.3.:. Sum of Residual ~lements

Sum of t~e residual signal's elements is used in defining

:~e se~ ~ased on :he sample mean statistics. The gradien~ of

i=N i=N i=N
q~ E r ,.. ] = - [ E [li ,]., " [H 2 ] ; ,1..':' • I...A

i=l 1 i=l • ,. 1 i=l • , J..

(10.24)

. .. ,
i=N .

L [H NJ·]t:
• -. r > 1
1=1

If H represents circular convolution, then:

i=N i=N
Vf ~ [ r J ~ = 1: I h l .

~ - 1
i=l

- . i=l
[ 1, 1, ... , 1 jt n O. 25 )

In many applications, ~he sum of the elements of the psf is

unity. For this case, the gradient is an N dimensional vec-

tor of ones.
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10.3.2. Sum of Sauared Residual Elements

i=N 2 .-
l-

f): E [ t: ] ~ = - 2 H ,..
j.

i=l - . (10.26)

:f H ~epresentS circular convolution, then :he ~o:lo~~~g

form of equation 10.26 can be computed easi:y usin~ F:T:

*- 2 !DFT[H(k) R(~)} 110.27)

10.3.3. Maximum ~eviation f~cm the ~ean Value

~he absolute value of the maximum deviation is not con-

tinuously_ differentiable. However, an approximation for it

can be calculated by using the 9-norm approximation fo~ t~e

Chebyshev's norm. The p-norm converges to The Chebyshev's

~o~m :OL large p 7alueso Using a sufficiently :arge p value,

an approximate gradient for the maximum deviation can be

ob~ained as follo~s:

7 Irr-l.1 = r'7
~ I - ~ .. !. I max "' :

i=N
E

i=l

i=N
~ r_"jt?
4,.j ~ j" 1

i=l --

1

=

(10.28)



r:<: =
i=N
z

i=l
[r]~

- 1

1
p
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(10.29)

and 9 is a ~arge even integer. For the c:rcular convolution

case, :.;.
':':'1 , • :s ~he (i-l) ~imes ci~cular17 ~atated psf.

10.3.~. ~aximurn Power Soec:rum Value

As In ~he max:mum deviation case, only an approximate

derivative can be fou~d. If the periodogram is deno~ed by

?l,:..c), t hen :

i=~
2

2:
i=2

1

IR(i)!2p ) P =

. N
:=2

- 2 1:
i=2

IR(i)1
2)

(p-l)
?mx

vhe r e ,

(10.30)

. N'
1=2'

?ffiX = L
i=2

1
P

.", = exp(j~rr), and Ret} denotes the real part of the quantity

inside the braces.
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product and p-norm techniques are studied for the most gen-

eral case. In this section, a similarity of the iterations

generated by these different formulations will be demon

strated.

Assume that for a specific restoration problem, m fuzzy

sets with pseudoconcave membership functions are used for

:he description of the problem. Let the estimate at the k
t h

iteration be denoted by i k
. In using the poes technique

with a specified a value, the equation for the k
t h

iteration

will be:

(5.14)

vhere , Pi 's are the projectorso The projection of the sig-

nal
ki

which is inside a-level .th
! ' the set of the l fuzzy

set at k
t h

iteration, the a-level set of the · Ith fuzzyon 1+

set can be found by solving:

min Illk i - f k ( i -l- U l 1
2

(fk ( i + l } ) :as.t. ~. ~ _ a
l+j. -

(S.lS)

If fki is already inside the a-level set of the i+l t h fuzzy

set, then its projec~ion is itself. Otherwise, the Kuhn

Tucker conditions for the problem in equation 5.15 gives the

following form for the solution:
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where, A (. )' s are constants. Thus, the equation
1+1 k

the kt h iteration of the poes algorithm is:

(5.16)

giving

H
k

(5.17)

where, Hk is the set of indices of the fuzzy sets which are

projected on in the kt h iteration.

If the same problem is solved using the minimum opera-

tor as the intersection and the technique outlined in sec-

. 5 2' h k t h. . · 11 .tlon .• ~, t e i t e r a t i cn Wl have the f o Llov i nq form:

k+1 k k
f = f + T ~ A' i q,ui (! )

1 _ H(fk,o)
(5.18)

where, T is to be found with one dimensional optimization,
k

H(f '6) is the set of indices of those membership functions

which are within 6 distance to the minimum,

stants are determined from equation 5080

and A ~ .
1 con-

If the product of membership functions is used for

finding the membership function of the intersection set, the

kt h iteration of a steepest ascent algorithm used for maxim

izing the logarithm of the cost function ~ill be:

k+l
f + T~ (5.19)
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where, " is to be found by one dimensional optimization.

Similarly, if the p-norm is used ~ith the same algorithm,

the equation for the kt h iteration is given by:

_k+1 k In p-l k
~ = I' + r ' ~ p(l - ,ui (lk)) t]~i (1 ) (5.20).. ~

i=l

In all of these update equations, the estimate at the

t,th i t e r a t i on t d i f i d' mb i tt ,. t h~ lS mo 1 le uSlng a co lna lon Ot ~ e gra-

dien~s of those membership functions which have small values

In equation 5.18, this is explicitly stated, in

equation 5.19 and equation 5.20, the gradients of the

membership functions with smaller values will dominate the

summations. In the projection technique, those fuzzy sets

assigning high membership values to fk ~ill contain it, and

~ill not take part in the projections. Thus, these tech-

niques generate similar iterations. However, it should be

noted that, all of them are not applicable unless all the

membership functions involved are pseudoconcave and exponen-

tial.
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CHAPTER 6

A MEASURE FOR THE QUALITY OF A RESTORATION

6.1. Size of the Intersection Set as a Quality Measure

6.1.1. Introduction

In the fuzzy sets formulation of the s:gnal restoration

problem, the main idea is using all available information

for defining fuzzy sets to restrict the set of possible

solutions. Obviously, all signals in the intersection of

these fuzzy sets will be in accordance with the modelled

information. Ideally, the intersection set must be a sin-

gleton containing only the original signal. For this ideal

case, the available information uniquely defines the origi-

nal signal. However, in practice, a complete definition of

the original signal is almost never available and the inter-

sec~ion set has more than one element with above threshold

membership values. An arbitrary one of these elements will

be the solution obtained by the poes algori~hrn or the non-

linear optimization techniques described in Chapter 5.

In a consistent formulation, the height of the inter-

sectlon set is close to one. Thus, the elements ~ith maxi-

mal membership in the intersec~ion set are non-rejectable

solutions. However, their "closeness" to the original signal
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depends on the "size" of the intersection set. Heuris~i

cally, the size of the intersection set is a measure for the

combined information about the o~iginal signal. If the size

is small, the original signal is ~ell defined: any signal in

the intersection set is close to the or:ginal signal, and is

a high quality ~estoration. However, the chance of obtaining

a high quality restoration by selecting an arbitrary element

of a large intersection set is small. Consequently, the size

of the intersection set can be used as an indicator for the

quality of the obtained solution. Obviously, formal defini-

tions for the distance and the size are necessary for a

quantitative studyG

It should be noted that, the size of ~he in~ersection

set can be computed before ob~aining the solution. !f ~he

size can be computed more easily than a solu~ion, the size

measure may be found first and depending on the ~esul: a

decision can be made on computing the solutiono

6.1.2. Distance and Size Measures

6.1.2.1. Distance 8etween TNQ Elements of ~he :n~ersec~ion

Set

In section 2.5 and [11], the size of an oldinary set

was defined to be:



size( C ) = sup
11 ,i2~C
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( 6 • 1 )

where, the Euclidean norm was used. This definition is cer-

tainly in a complete agreement wi:h the size concept in this

context. In fact, it 1S an upper bound for the Euclidean

distance between the worst possible solution and the origi

nal signal.

An easy extension of this definition to fuzzy sets can

be obtained by using the a-level sets of a fuzzy se~. The

a-level se~s, as defined in section 5.101.1, are ordinary

sets, and their sizes can be de:ined as in equation 6.1.

The sizes of all a-level sets as a function of a conveys

considerable information about a fuzzy set. In restoration

applications, the rate of change of this function is partic

ularly important because, it reflects the sensitivity of the

results to the mernbershi9 level.

6.1.2.2. The Energy of the Intersection Set

Measures Ear fuzzy sets have been studied by var:ous

researche~s [25J,[26]. The entropy and ene~gy measures are

results of these studies. The entropy of a fuzzy set is a

measure for the degree of fuzziness, and is not related to

the size. However, the energy of a fuzzy set is related to

the volume of it. The formal definition of the energy meas-


